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ABSTRACT
Dakopoulos, Dimitrios, Ph.D., Dep artm ent of Com p u ter Science & Engineering, Wright
State University, 2009.
Tyflos: a Wearable N avigation Prototype for Blind & Visually Impaired: Design, M odeling and
Experimental Results.

The need for assistive d evices has, had and w ill have a large m erit in m any engineer ing
research arenas. This d issertation d eals w ith the d esign, m od eling, im p lem entation and
exp erim entation of the navigation com p onent of a w earable assistive system for blind
and visu ally im p aired p eop le, called Tyflos (Τσ φλ ό ς ) w hich is the Greek w ord for
“Blind ”.
The cu rrent p rototyp e con sists of tw o m ini cam eras attached to a p air of conventional
eye-glasses, a 2D tactile d isp lay (vibration array) w hich consists of 16 vibrating elem ents arranged in a 4×4 m anner, attached to an elastic vest w orn on the u ser‟s abd om en, a p ortable com p u ter, an ear-sp eaker and a m icrop hone.
The Tyflos N avigator is an Electronic Travel Aid (ETA) w ith p rim ary goal to help u sers
tow ard s their ind ep end ent m obility in ind oor environm ent. Its m ain sensor u nit, the
stereo vision system , cap tu res environm ental inform ation from the u ser‟s field -of-view .
3D rep resentations are created and m oving objects are id entified u sing stereo scop ic
vision and m otion d etection m ethod ologies. The high resolu tion ou tp u t of the m eth od ologies is p rojected on the low resolu tion vibration array via a high-to-low m ethod ology based on navigation criteria and m od eled w ith a form al langu age called Vibration
Array Langu age (VAL). The sp atial d istribu tion and tem p oral characteristics (varying
frequ encies) of the vibrating elem ents of the vibration array can inform the u ser for safe
navigation p aths and obstacles, giving d istance and location inform ation.
All p arts of the system w ill be continu ou sly ad ap ted u ntil the u sers‟ need s are fu lfilled
iv

or the technological constraints are reached . A step tow ar d s that goal w ill be show n at
the last p art of this w ork w ith the d evelop m ent of a tactile vocabu lary and the exp erim entation w ith u sers w here they p rovid e feed back giving u s d irections for refin em ents, changes and fu tu re w ork.

v
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

The Need for Assistive Devices for Blind and Visually
Impaired
Accord ing to N FB (N ational Fed eration for the Blind ) [1] and AFB

(Am erican Found ation for the Blind) [2] , the estim ated num ber of legally blind
people in the U.S. is 1.3 m illion and the total num ber of blind and visually impaired is approxim ately 10 m illion w ith around 100,000 to be stud ents. World w id e m ore than 161 m illion people are visually im paired w ith 37 m illion to be
blind [3]. The need for assistive d evices w as and w ill be constant.
Devices can assist navigation (obstacle d etection, positioning), read ing
as w ell as other every day activities; w e w ill d eal only w ith the form er. White
cane and guid e d ogs are the m ost popular navigation aid s. Guid e d ogs are efficient but expensive. White cane is sim ple to use, inexpensive, extrem ely reliable and thus the m ost popu lar am ong the visual im paired . On the other hand,
none provid es all the necessary inform ation norm ally perceived w ith vision [4].
Scientists and engineers strive to provid e solutions for the limitatio ns of those
tw o popular navigation aid s by d eveloping a w id e range of navigation system s
and tools [5], [6].

1.2

Tyflos Navigation System Overview and History
The m ain role of the Tyflos N avigator m obility assistant is to capture

the environm ental d ata from various sensors and m ap the extracted and
1

processed content onto available user interfaces in the m ost appropriate m anner. It is a second ary m obility aid w hich means is com plem entary to the user ‟s
prim ary m obility aid (usually the w hite cane) so its purpose is to assist the user
in situations that the prim ary m obility aid is limited .
As a final goal the Tyflos prototype w ill integrate a w ireless hand held
com puter, cam eras, range sensors, GPS sensors, m icrophones, natural language
processor, text-to-speech d evice, and a d igital aud io record er. The aud io-visual
input d evices and the aud io output d evices can be w orn (or carried ) by the u ser. Data collected by the sensors is processed by the Tyflos‟ m od ules; each sp ecialized in one or m ore tasks. In particular, it interfaces w ith external sensors
(such as GPS, if applicable, range sensors, etc.) as w ell as the user, facilitating
focused and personalized content d elivery. The user com m unicates the task of
interest to the m obility assistant usin g a speech-recognition interface.
The prelim inary d esign and d evelopm ent of the Tyflos prototype has alread y been carried out. The first prototype consists of tw o cam eras, a range
scanner, an ear speaker, a m icrop hone, a speech synthesizer, a tw o-dim ensional
tactile d isplay and a portable com puter. This d evice h as been evaluated by stud ents w ith visu al im pairm ents and their feedback has been used in the design
requirem ents. The m obility prototype is based on the integration of several
softw are com ponents that reflect to som e of the m ethod ologies presented here .
This d issertation d eals w ith the d esign, m od eling and experim entation of the
second prototype.
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1.3

Dissertation goals and outline
The goal of this d issertation is to d evelop a com plete w orking prototype

and not the optim ization of its com ponents. Fig. 1-1 show s the steps follow ed
tow ard s that goal. The first step is a careful stud y of the literature. The next
step is the operation m od eling using stochastic Petri-N ets and a hid d en Markov m od el speech recognition tool. The hard w are im plem entation includes the
stereo vision system , the PCBs and the microcontroller interface w ith the co m puter and finally the fabrication the 2D vibra tion array vest. N ext, a formal tactile language called Vibration Array Language (VAL) m od els the information
d isplayed on the vibration array and represents robustly and in a com pact m athem atical form , every possible combination of environm ental scenes that can
appear in the navigation space of the user.

Fig. 1-1. Outline of dissertation.

The next step is the d evelopm ent of a cam era stabilization a nd m otion
d etection m ethod ology: m oving objects in the im m ed iate environm ent of the
user are crucial for the user ‟s und erstand ing of his/ her navigation space w hile
3

the cam era stabilization is an im portant preprocessing step for d ealing w ith the
natural m ovem ent of the cam eras because of the user ‟s gait. The sixth step d iscusses the high-to-low resolution m ethod ologies used for red ucing the high
resolution cam era output to the low resolution of the vibration array. H ere n avigational criteria w ere used .
In the final step w e discuss about the d evelopment of a tactile vocab ulary (VAL vocabulary) and the use of a new pattern m atching m ethod ology.
The m ethods w ere tested on subjects and the feed back and statistical results
collected w ill be used as a starting point for m od ification s throughout the d esign and m od eling of the prototype.
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Chapter 2:

A Survey on Electronic Travel
Aids for Blind

Since 1960‟s, evolving technology helped m any researchers built electronic d evices for navigation. A first level categorization is the follow ing: (i) vision enhancement, ii) vision replacem ent, and iii) vision substitution. The fun ction of any sensory aid , as d escribed in [4], is “… to detect and locate objects and
provide information that allows user to determine (within acceptable tolerances) range,
direction, and dimension and height of objects. It makes non-contact trailing and tracking possible, enabling the traveler to receive directional indications from physical structures that have strategic locations in the environment”.
Vision enhancement involves input from a cam era, process of the inform ation, and output on a visual d isplay. In its sim plest form it m ay be a m iniature head -m ounted cam era w ith the output on a head -m ounted visual d isplay (as used in som e virtual reality system s). Vision replacem ent involves d i splaying the inform ation d irectly to the visual cortex of the hum an brain or via
the optic nerve. We w ill not d eal w ith this category since they d eal w ith scie ntific, technological and m ed ical issues w hose stud y is beyond the purpose of
this survey. Vision substitution is similar to vision enh ancem ent but w ith the
output being non-visual, typically tactual or auditory or som e com bination of
the tw o and since the senses of touch and hearing have a m uch low er inform ation capacity than vision, it is essential to process the inform ation to a level that
can be hand led by the user. The category that w e w ill focus in this w ork is the
5

“vision substitution”. H ere som eone can find these subcategories:
Electronic Travel Aids (ETA): they transform inform ation about the environm ent that w ould norm ally be relayed through vision into a form
that can be conveyed through another sensory mod ality.
Electronic Orientation Aids (EOA): they provid e orientation prior to,
or d uring the travel. They can be external to the user and/ or can be ca rried by the user (e.g. infrared light transm itters and hand held receivers).
Position Locator D evices (PLD ): they provid e location inform ation and
incorporate technologies as GPS, EGN OS etc.
Com bination of the above.
We are m ostly interested in ETAs and m ore specifically in obstacle d etection system s, not em phasizing in any PLD characteristics. ETAs can also be
categorized d epend ing on how the inform ation is gathered from the enviro nm ent and d epend ing on how this is inform ation is given to the user. Inform ation can be gathered w ith sonars, laser scanners or cam eras and the user can be
inform ed through the aud itory and / or tactile sense. Sound s or synthetic voice
are the options for the first case and electrotactile or vibrotactile stim ulators for
the second . Tactile feed back has som e great ad vantage because it d oesn‟t block
the aud itory sense (free-ears), w hich is the m ost im portant perceptual input
source (the others are touch, w ind , od ors and tem perature) for a vis ually im paired user.
Ad d itionally, som e ETAs offer to the user free-hand s since they are
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w earable but som e others d on‟t since the user is required to hold them ; it‟s up
to the user to select w hich is m ore appropriate to his/ her habits.

2.1

Electronic Travel Aids
Tw enty-tw o ETAs (five are prod ucts alread y in the m arket) are briefly

d escribed and review ed and finally a m aturity analysis for all the aid s is provid ed . We w ill stud y these system s taking the above guid elines into consid er ation and then give som e com parative results to answ er the questions of how
ad vance, useful and d esirable each system is. The system s are presented based
on how the feed back is sent to the user (Fig. 2-1). The first eight, use aud io
feed back, the next seven, tactile and the last tw o d o not offer any interface in
that stage of their d evelopm ent.

Fig. 2-1. The reviewed ETAs with categorization based on how the information
is sent to the user (the latest prototype’s year is shown in parenthesis).
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2.1.1 Echolocation
The m ain goal of this project, w hich started in the early 90s in Japan,
w as to d esign a new m obility aid m od eled after the bat‟s echolocation system
[7]. The tw o ultrasonic sensors are attached on conventional eyeglasses and
their d ata, using a m icroprocessor and A/ D converter, are d ow n -converted to a
stereo aud ible sound , sent to the user via head -phones. The d ifferent intensities
and tim e d ifferences of the reflected ultrasound w a ves transm itted by the sensors ind icate the different d irections and sizes of obstacles, creating a form of
localized sound im ages.
Som e prelim inary experim ents w ere perform ed to evaluate the user ‟s
capability to d iscrim inate betw een objects in front of th e user ‟s head , using d ifferent ultra-sound frequencies. The results provid ed show that the users can
id entify and d iscriminate objects in som e limited cases but m ore experim ents
and statistical results are required to support the viability of the project. The
sim plicity and portability of the prototype are also m ajor ad vantages.

2.1.2 Navbelt
N avbelt is developed by Borenstein et al. in University of Michigan [8]
as a guid ance system using a m obile robot obstacle avoid ance system . The pr ototype as im plem ented in 1992 and it is consisted of: ultrasonic range sensors, a
com puter and earphones. The com puter receives inform ation from the 8 ultr asonic sensors (Fig. 2-2) and creates a m ap of the angles (each for every sensor)
and the d istance of any object at this angle. Then the obstacle avoid ance alg orithm (includ ing noise red uction algor ithm EERUF) prod uce sound s appropri8

ate for each m od e.
N avbelt has 2 m od es; the guid ance m od e and the im age m od e. During
the guidance m od e, the com puter know s the user ‟s d estination and w ith a single recurring beep guides him/ her in the generated optim al d irection of travel.
But in practice, a realistic (non -sim ulation) im plem entation w ould require m ore
sensors. In the image m od e, 8 tones of d ifferent am plitud es are played in quick
succession from 8 different virtual d irections (sim ilar to a rad ar sw eep). Th e
com puter translates (d epend ing on the m od e) these m aps to sound s that the
user can listen from his earphones. The d isad vantages of the systems are the
use of aud io feed back (exclusively), the bulky prototype and that the users are
required extensive training period s.

Fig. 2-2. The Navbelt’s operation: the 8 ultrasonic sensors create and angle
map which represents the distance of obstacles in those angles.

2.1.3 vOICe
P. Meijer [9] started a project w ith the basic argum ent that hum an hearing system is quite capable of learning to process and interpret extrem ely co m plicated and rapid ly changing sound patterns. The prototype show n in Fig. 2-3
consists of a d igital camera attached to conventional eye-glasses, head phones
and a portable com puter w ith the necessary softw are.
9

The cam era captures images and the com puter uses a d irect, u nfiltered ,
invertible 1-to-1 im age-to-sound mapping. The sound is then sent to the hea d phones. N o filters w ere used to red uce the risk of filtering im portant inform ation since the m ain argum ent is that hum an brain is pow erful enough to
process com plex soun d inform ation. The system is very sim ple, sm all,
lightw eight and cheap. Lately the softw are w as em bed d ed on a cell-phone and
thus the user can use the cell-phone‟s cam era and earphones. Ad d itionally sonar extension is available for better representation of the environm ent and increased safety. Many ind ivid uals tried the system returning very prom ising
feed back but they required extensive training because of the com plicated
sound patterns.

Fig. 2-3. An implementation of the vOICe – “Seeing with sound” system
(glasses with attached camera, ear speakers and portable computer.

2.1.4 University of Stuttgart project
A portable-w earable system that assists blind people orienting them selves in ind oor environm ents w as d eveloped by researchers in University of
Stuttgart in Germ any [10]. The prototype is consisted of a sensor m od ule w ith a
d etachable cane and a portable com puter. The sensor (Fig. 2-4) is equipped
w ith 2 cam eras, a keyboard (sim ilar to those in cell phones), a d igital com pass,
a 3D inclinator and a loud speaker. It can be hand led like a flashlight and “By
10

pressing designated keys, different sequence and loudness options can be chosen and
inquiries concerning an object’s features can be sent to the portable computer. A fter
successful evaluation these inquiries are acoustically answered over a text -to-speech
engine and the loudspeaker”.
The com puter contains softw are for d etection of color d etection d istance and size of objects and WLAN capabilities. The d evice w orks almost in
real tim e. In ord er to im prove the perform ance of the system , a virtual 3D
m od el of the environm ent w as built, so the inform ation from the sensor can be
m atched w ith the d ata stored in the 3D m od el. A m atching algorithm for sensor
inform ation and 3D m od el‟s d ata and em bed d ing the system to N exus fram ew ork (a platform that allow s a general d escription of arbitrary physical realw orld and virtual objects) are the future w ork proposals.
Conclud ing, the system ‟s positives are the robustness of the sensor, the
near real-tim e operation and the friendliness to the user. The negatives are that
the hold -and -scan operation and the, until this m om ent, lim ited , simulated
testing.

Fig. 2-4. The sensor of the project from University of Stuttgart.
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2.1.5 FIU project
This project from researchers in Florid a International University [11] is
an obstacle d etection system that uses 3D spatialized sound s based on read ings
from a m ultid irectional sonar system. The prototype (Fig. 5) is consisted of 2
subsystem s; The Sonar and Com p ass Control Unit w hich is consisted of six u ltrasonic range sensors pointing in the six rad ial d irections around the user and
a m icrocontroller; and the 3D Sound Rend ering Engine w hich is consisted of
head phones and a PDA equipped w ith softw are capable of processing inform ation from the Sonar and Com pass Control.
The algorithm , using H ead Related Transfer Functions (H RTF), creates a
3D d im ensional sound environm ent that represents the obstacles d etected by
the sensors. The user in that w ay creates a m ental m ap of the layout of his/ her
surround ings so that obstacles can be avoided and open passages can be cons id ered for path planning and navigation. The system w as tested on 4 blind fold ed individ uals w ho w ere asked to navigate in a build ing. The results w ere
prom ising but the navigation speed w as slow. As seen in Fig. 2-5, the d esign of
the ranging unit is not ergonom ic but the system is sm all and w earable.

Fig. 2-5. The FIU project prototype (left) and an example of its operation (right).
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2.1.6 Virtual Acoustic Space
Virtual Acoustic Space w as d eveloped by researchers in Instituto d e A strofísica d e Canarias (IAC) [12]. A sound map of the environm ent is created
and so the users can orientate by building a perception of space itself at ne uronal level.
The prototype (Fig. 2-6) is consisted of tw o color m icro cam eras a ttached to the fram e of som e conventional eye glasses, a processor and hea d phones. The cam eras, using stereoscopic vision, capture inform ation of the su rround ings. The processor, using H RTF, creates a d epth m ap w ith attributes like
d istance, color or texture and then generates sound s correspond ing to the situ ation in w hich sonorous sources exist in the surround ings. The experim ental r esults on visually im paired people show ed that in m ost cases (>75%), ind ivid uals could d etect objects and their d istances and in sm all sim ple experimental
room s, it w as possible for them to m ove freely and extract inform ation for o bjects like w alls, table, w ind ow and opened d oor.
The m ajor ad vantage of this system is that the eye glasses are conv enient and the size of the processor is sm all (like a portable CD -player). The m ajor d isad vantage is that is not tested in real environm ents.

Fig. 2-6. Virtual Acoustic Space prototype (cameras and headphones mounted
on eyeglasses and microprocessor (right).
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2.1.7 NAVI
Sainarayanan et al. from University Malaysia Sabah [13] d eveloped an
ETA (sound -based ) to assist blind people for obstacle id entification d uring n avigation, by id entifying objects that are in front of them . The prototype N AVI
(N avigation Assistance for Visually Im paired ) (Fig. 2-7) is consisted of a digital
vid eo cam era, head gear (hold s cam era), stereo head phones, the Single Board
Processing System (SBPS), rechargeable batteries and a vest (that holds SBPS
and batteries).
The id ea is that people focus in objects that are in front of the center of
vision and so it‟s im portant to d istinguish betw een background and obstacles.
The vid eo cam era captures grayscale vid eo w hich is re-sam pled to 32x32 resolution. Then using a Fuzzy LVQ neural netw ork the pixels are classified to e ither background or objects using d ifferent gray level features. Then the object
pixels are enhanced and the background suppressed . The final stage cut the
processed im age into left and right parts, transform to (stereo) sound that is
send to the user through the head phones.

Fig. 2-7. The NAVI and its components.
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Blind persons w ere trained w ith sim ulated experim ents and then asked
to id entify obstacles of ind oor environment and they w ere able to identify
slow ly m oving objects. Although the d istance of objects w as not (and is not)
aim ed to be id entified , is possible to be d one by the change of an object‟s shape
e.g. w hen the user approaches an object, its size w ill becom e bigger. The ad va ntage of this system that the prototype is d eveloped and it is operational and
real-tim e. The d isad vantages are the use of aud io feed back and that no inform ation about the d istances of objects is given.

2.1.8 University of Guelph project
J. Zelek w ith stud ents from University of Guelph [14], in Canada d eveloped an inexpensive, built w ith off-the-shelf com ponents, w earable and low
pow er d evice that w ill transform d epth inform ation (output of stereo cameras)
into tactile or aud itory inform ation for use by visually im paired peop le w hile
navigation.

Fig. 2-8. Prototype from University of Guelph and the hand spatial correspondence.
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The prototype, show n in Fig. 2-8 (top) is consisted of tw o stereo cam eras, a tactile unit (glove w ith 5 p iezoelectric buzzers on each fingertip) and a
portable com puter. Each finger correspond s to a spatial d irection (Fig. 8 bottom ). For exam ple the m id d le finger correspond s to straight ahead . Using a
stand ard stereo vision algorithm , the d epth m ap is created and then d ivid ed
into 5 vertical sections each one correspond ing to a vibration elem ent. If a pixel
in an area corresp ond s to a threshold d istance (here 3 feet) then the correspon d ing vibration elem ent is activated, inform ing the user about a close obstacle in
that d irection. The low pow er/ cost are the pros but the lack of sophisticated
m ethod ologies (e.g. the stereo-vision algorithm need s im provem ent) d oes not
offer interesting results.

2.1.9 Guidecane
Guid ecane [15] is the second project by Borenstein and it serves as an
upd ate for N avbelt. It is a d evice that the user can hold like a w hite cane and
that guid es the user by changing its d irection w hen an obstacle is d etected (Fig.
9).
The sketch of the prototype is show n in Fig. 2-9 (left). A hand le (cane) is
connected to the m ain device. The m ain d evice has w heels, a steering m echa nism , ultrasonic sensors and a com puter. The operation is sim ple: the user
m oves the Guid ecane and w hen an obstacle is d etected the obstacle avoidance
algorithm chooses an alternate d irection until the obstacle is cleared and route
is resum ed (either in a parallel to the initial direction or in the sam e). There is
16

also a thum b operated joystick at the handle so that the u ser can change the
d irection of the cane (left or right). The sensors can d etect sm all obstacles at the
ground and sid ew ays obstacles like w alls.
Com pared to the com petitive ETAs, the Guid ecane d oes not block the
users hearing w ith aud io feed back and since the com puter autom atically an alyzes the situation and guid es the user w ithout requiring him/ her to manually
scan the area, there is no need for extensive training. The d raw backs are the
lim ited scanning area since, sm all or overhanging objects like pavem ents or
tables cannot be d etected and that the prototype is bulky d ifficult to hold or
carry w hen need ed .

Fig. 2-9. Schematic (left) and operation (right) of the Guidecane prototype.

2.1.10 ENVS
The EN VS (Electron-N eural Vision System) by Meers and Ward from
University of Wollongong in Australia [16] aim s to achieve obstacle avoid ance
and navigation in outd oor environments w ith the aid of visual sensors, GPS
and electro-tactile sim ulation. The prototype (Fig. 2-10) is consisted of a head set
w ith 2 stereo cam eras and d igital com pass, a portable com puter w ith GPS ca17

pabilities and database of land m arks, the TEN S unit (m icrocontroller) and the
TEN S gloves.

Fig. 2-10. The ENVS and its components.

The basic concept behind the EN VS prototype is: the stereo cam eras, u sing stereoscopic vision, create a d epth m ap of the environm ent and using the
portable com puter, inform ation regard ing the obstacles (from the d epth m ap)
or land m arks (from GPS) is transform ed via TEN S to electrical pulses that st im ulate the nerves in the skin via electrod es located in the TEN S d ata gloves.
The user perceives the inform ation if im agines that his/ her hand s are pos itioned in front of abd omen w ith fingers extend ed. The am ount of stim ulation is
d irectly proportional to the distance of the objects in the direction pointed by
each finger.
The prototype w as tested w ith blindfold ed users in outd oor cam pus
environm ent, w orking in real-tim e (vid eo of 15fram es/ sec). With a m inim um
training (1hour) the users w ere able to report the location of obstacles, avoid
them and arrive at a pred efined d estination. The system is one of the m ost
com plete in this survey because it is portable, real-time, it has GPS capabilities,
it d oes not block user ‟s hearing and the first experim ental results are very
prom ising. Som e of the d raw backs are that the ground or over -hanging objects
18

are not d etected , that a flat path is required (i.e. no stairs or d rop -offs) and that
the user is required to w ear the TEN S gloves.

2.1.11 CyARM
CyARM is d eveloped by researchers in Japan (Future University H akod ate, Kanazaw a University, Ochanomizu University an d Fuji Xerox Co.
Ltd ) [17]. It is an aid for use in guiding orientation and locom otion, using a
non-stand ard interface: ultrasonic sensors d etect obstacles and calculate their
d istance from the user. The user is inform ed about the d istance via the tension
of a w ire that is attached on him (e.g. his belt): high tension ind icates close d istance (the user can reach the obstacle by extending his/ her hand), w hile a lo w er tension ind icates longer d istance.
The prototype is a hand -held d evice w eighting 500gr. It contains a m icrocontroller that processes the inform ation from the sensors and operates a
geared m otor/ reel w hich controls the tension of the w ire (Fig. 2-11).

Fig. 2-11. The prototype CyARM and the concept of operation.

Sm all scale experim ents w ere perform ed to evaluate CyARM‟s efficie n19

cy in d etecting obstacles, navigation -through paths and target-tracking. The
results for the obstacle d etection and navigation -trough tasks w ere prom ising
since m ore than 90% of the tim es the subjects w ere able to d etect the large o bstacles placed in front of them or to jud ge if it‟s possible to navig ate through
tw o of them . On the contrary, the m oving target tracking results w ere not so
encouraging.
The system ‟s m ajor ad vantage is its easy -to-learn (as the authors claim)
alternative interface. The m ain disad vantages are that the user needs to hold it
and scan the environm ent continuously and the lack of m any experim ental r esults w ith visually im paired users.

2.1.12 Tactile Handle
Bouzit et al. from State University of N ew Jersey d eveloped the Tactile
H and le [18], [19], a d evice that w ill help visually im paired people navigate in
fam iliar and non-fam iliar environm ents w ithout any assistance. The prototype
is a com pact (5cm x 5cm x 20cm ), lightw eight, ergonom ic, low pow er (80 hours
autonom y) hand held d evice. It em bed s a m icrocontroller, a 4x4 tactile array
w here each actuator m atches one finger phalanx, and 4 sonar sensors w hich
d etect obstacles in the front, left, right and bottom .
Inform ation about the obstacles is given in an encod ed form through
the actuators. The location of the feed back represents d ifferent d irection of the
obstacle (Fig. 2-12). The intensity represents d ifferent d istance and the timing of
the feed back makes the user feel m ore comfortable and helps him/ her und e rstand d ynam ic aspects of the environm ent such as speed . Sim p le experim ents
20

w ith blind -folded users w ere perform ed in controllable ind oor environments.
The results show that training is necessary and the d evice can perform as an
obstacle detection system .
The contributions of this project are m ostly the d evelopm ent of low
pow er ergonom ic and com pact prototype actuators w hich d on‟t block the u ser ‟s hearing. On the other hand it requires from the user to constantly scan and
use one of his/ her hand. Furtherm ore the results show that excessive training
is necessary.

Fig. 2-12. Description of vibrotactile actuators positions on the Tactile Handle
with three navigation scenarios.

2.1.13 TVS
The objective of Johnson and H iggins from University of Arizona [20]
w as to create a w earable d evice that converts visual inform ation into tactile
signal to help visually im paired people self-navigate through obstacle avoid ance. The prototype is nam ed TVS (Tactile Vision System) (Fig. 2-13) and is
consisted of a tactor belt w ith 14 vibrator m otors spaced laterally, a cam era belt
w ith 2 w eb cameras attached and a portable com puter carried in a backpack.
A 2D d epth m ap is created using the im ages from the tw o cam eras.
Then it is sliced in 14 vertical regions. Each vibrator m otor is assigned one r e21

gion and the value of the closest object in each region is transform ed to vibr ation (Fig. 2-14). Vibration frequency and distance of object are non -linear (increases d ram atically for closer objects) and very far or very close objects are
ignored . Inform ation given by the tactor belt is applied on the skin of the abd om en (flat, large, easily accessible, no interference w ith other navigation fun ctions of user). Vid eo is captured w ith rate up to 10fram es/ sec w hich m akes the
system real-tim e for norm al w alking speed s.

Fig. 2-13. The TVS prototype.

Fig. 2-14. An example of TVS operation: image from the two cameras, disparity
map and the corresponding signals sent to the tactor belt.

The m ajor ad vantages of TVS are that it is w earable, it gives user free
hands w ithout blocking hearing and it operates in real-tim e. The disad vantages
are that it cannot d ifferentiate betw een overhanging and ground obstacles and
that no real experim ents w ith visually im paired people have been perform ed .
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Future w orks consists of using d ifferent stereo vision algorithm s, d ifferent co nfiguration of the tactor array and a possible VLSI im plem entation. Ad d itionally
stud ies w ill be perform ed on w hat type and w hat quantity is m inim ally nece ssary for navigation and w hat is the point of saturation beyond w hich perce ptual im provem ents are m inimal.

2.1.14 EPFL project
Card in, Thalm ann and Vexo from École Polytechnique Féd érale de Lausanne (EPFL) [21] d eveloped a w earable system that d etects obstacles on
should er height via a stereoscopic sonar system and send s back a vibrotactile
feed back to inform the user about its localization. The prototype consists of s onar sensors, a m icrocontroller, 8 vibrators and a calibration console (PDA).
The m icrocontroller (Fig. 2-15) gathers inform ation from the sonars (Fig.
2-16) proportional to the d istance of the obstacle d etected . It calculates the a pproxim ate d istance of the obstacle and then converts the d istance to a PWM
signal that is red irected to the vibrators (d ifferent vibration speed s), so that the
user can be inform ed for the d etection. The sonars and the vibrators are
m ounted on the clothes of the user, starting from one should er and ending to
the other. Finally the calibration console com m unicates w ith the m icrocontroller via Bluetooth and allow s d ynam ical m od ification of the calibrat ion curve
(real d istance betw een object and sensor).
Experim ental results w ere obtained by testing the d evice in a controlled
ind oor environm ent (corrid or w ith people w alkin g and d oors opening and
closing) on 5 users. The results w ere encouraging since the users managed after
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a sm all training to w alk through the corrid or, d istinguish obstacles (w hich are
on the left or on the right sid e) and localize them selves in the corrid o r.
The pros of this project are that it is a w earable light, low pow er co nsum ption and low -cost system . The cons are that is not tested on visually im paired people and that 4 sonars cannot represent ad equately 3D space (diffe rent heights). Another practical problem mentioned by the authors is the interference of hand s and their d etection as obstacles.

Fig. 2-15. Hardware details of the EPFL prototype.

Fig. 2-16. Operation and high-level design of the EPFL prototype.

2.1.15 Tyflos
Tyflos navigation system w as conceived by Bourbakis in the mid 90s
and various prototypes have been d eveloped [22]-[26]. The Tyflos navigation
system is consisted of 2 basic m od ules: the Reader and the N avigator w hich is
an ETA. The m ain goal for the Tyflos system is to integrate different navigation
assistive technologies such as: a w ireless handheld com puter, cam eras, range
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sensors, GPS sensors, microphone, natural language processor, text -to-speech
d evice, and a d igital aud io record er etc and m ethod ologies such as region
based segm entation, range d ata conversion, fusion etc. in ord er to offer to the
blind m ore ind epend ence d uring navigation and read ing. The aud io-visual input d evices and the aud io-tactile output d evices can be w orn (or carried ) by the
user. Data collected by the sensors is processed by the Tyflos‟ m od ules each
specialized in one or m ore tasks. In particular, it interfaces w ith external sensors (such as GPS, range sensors, etc.) as w ell as the user, facilitating focused
and personalized content d elivery. The user comm unicates the task of interest
to the m obility assistant using a m ultim od al interaction schem e.
The role of the N avigator is to capture environmental d ata from various
sensors and m ap the extracted and processed content onto available user inte rfaces in the m ost appropriate m anner. Previous Tyflos prototypes are d esigned
using m any of the technologies m entioned above and tested yielding prom ising results. The latest Tyflos N avigator system prototype d eveloped in Wright
State University is show n in Fig. 2-17. It consists of tw o cam eras, an ear speaker, a m icrophone, a 2D vibration array vest (attached on the user ‟s abdom en)
controlled by a m icroprocessor and a portable com puter and it integrates var ious softw are and hard w are com ponents.
The stereo cam eras create a d epth m ap of the environm ent (w hich can
be verified by the range sensor ‟s output). A high -to-low resolution algorithm
d rops the resolution of the d epth m ap into a low resolution keeping necessary
inform ation for navigation such as safe navigation paths a nd objects of interest
(m oving objects and people; using m otion d etection and face-d etection meth o25

d ologies). This final “image” is a representation of the 3D space and it is co nverted into vibration sensing on a 2D vibration array/ vest that is attached on
the user ‟s abd om en or chest. The elem ent of the array that vibrates represents
the d irection w here an object is d etected and the d ifferent vibration levels
represent the d istance of the object (Fig. 2-18). Optional aud io feed back can inform the user for objects of interest.

nd

Fig. 2-17. User wearing the 2 Tyflos’ prototype. a) stereo cameras attached
on dark eyeglasses and vibration array vest on the user’s abdomen, b) portable computer, c) microcontroller and PCBs, d) arrangement of the 4×4 vibrating
elements inside the vibration array vest.

The m ain advantages of the Tyflos are that is free-ears and that the use
of the 2D vibration array w ith the variable vibration frequencies offers the user
a m ore accurate representation of the 3D environm ent (includ ing ground and
head height obstacles) giving also inform ation for d istances. The d isadvantages
are that the system is not yet tested on blind users, w hich is an im portant step
for receiving feedback for future hard w are and softw are changes.
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Fig. 2-18. Operation of Tyflos with two navigation scenarios (one in each row):
Left column shows the images captured by the cameras. The middle the depth
map and the right what the users senses via the 4x4 vibration array (light blue
= no vibration = obstacle further than 4m, yellow = vibration level 1 = obstacle
in range [2,4)m and red = vibration level 2 = obstacle in range [1,2)m ). In the
first scenario the users feels there is an open path (door). In the second the
user feels that there is no open path.

2.1.16 FIU Computer Vision project
M. Ad jouad i from Florid a International University [27] w orked on a
com puter vision project in ord er to exploit, in an optim al fashion, the inform ation acquired by cam eras to yield useful d escriptions of the view ed enviro nm ent. Then, efficient and reliable cane cues can be sought in ord er to improve
the m obility need s of individ uals w ith visual im pairm ents.
The system is consisted of d igital cam eras and a m icrocom puter w hich
is equipped w ith softw are for d etection of d epression or d rop -offs, discrim ination of upright objects from flat objects, id entification of shad ow s, id entification
of special objects (staircase, crossw alk, d oorw ay etc), planning of safety path /
d irection. Although, this project is not yet to be consid ered as an operational
ETA since issues, as how the user w ill be inform ed d uring navigation are still
open, the algorithm s are specially d esigned and im plem ented for navigation of
blind and visually im paired . The author proposed aud io verbal m essages or
tactile d evices. As far as the softw are part, the strong points are that the alg o27

rithm s w ere tested w ith good results since m any special cases are consid ered
(staircases, vertical ed ges, d epressions etc) w ith the lim itation that there are
good -lightning conditions.

2.1.17 UCSC project
R. Mand uchi et al. from University of California Santa Cruz [28] d eveloped a non-contact hand -held tool for range sensing and environm ent d isco very for the visually im paired . The basic argum ent is that a perception through
exploratory m ovem ents (sim ilar to those using a w hite cane), appears to be a
natural proced ure for environm ent discovery. Thus, the tool is hand -held and
as the user sw ings it around (vertical or horizon tal) he/ she w ill receive inform ation by m eans of tactile d evices. The system d eals only w ith one d im ensional d ata w hich is com putationally cheaper than com puter vision or
spatial sound techniques. The prototype is consisted of a laser range sensor
(point laser m atched w ith a m atrix CCD), as seen in Fig. 2-19, and a computer.
The rage sensor is based on active triangulation. Ad d itionally, the tim e profile
of the range is analyzed by the com puter to detect environm ental features that
are critical for m obility, such as curbs, steps and d rop -offs (Fig. 2-20), by m eans
of an extend ed Kalman filter tracker. The d etection technique used w orks for
d etecting planar structures.
The system is reliable for local range m easurem ents and gives prom ising environm ental features d etection. Ad d itionally, although it is hand -held , it
is sm all and easy to carry. The d isad vantages is that it is not tested w ith visua lly im paired people, there is no interface betw een d evice and user and that it is
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constraint in the d etection of only planar structures and objects near the
ground . Som e of the future im provem ents that are proposed by the authors are:
im provem ent of feature d etection algorithm s; replace of point laser w ith laser
striper; built in processor in the d evice w ill replace com puter; tactile d evices
that w ill inform user for features d etected .

Fig. 2-19. The UCSC’s handheld device equipped with laser range sensor.

Fig. 2-20. The time profile of two steps acquired as the device was pivoted in
an upward motion.

2.1.18 Commercial products
There are various com m ercial prod ucts available in the m arket. Their
functionalities are limited and they have sm all scientific and technological va lue. Ad d itionally their cost is relatively high and they are not w id ely accepted
by the users. Therefore w e w ill present som e of them w ith sm all d escriptions,
w ithout going into d eeper analysis.
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Fig. 2-21. Commercial products: a) K-Sonar Cane, b) Mini-radar, c) Mini-guide
and d) LaserCane.

K-Sonar Cane [29] is a device that is attached in trad itional w hite canes
(Fig. 2-21-a). It is consisted of an ultrasonic range sensor (sonar) and a m icr oprocessor that converts the d istances to sound that the user can listen through
earphones. Distant objects are related to high -pitch sound s and near objects to
low -pitch. Its price is approxim ately $700. Mini-Rad ar [30] is a d evice (Fig. 221-b) that uses sonar to d etect frontal obstacles. It prod uces aud io language
m essages w hen an object is d etected . It can also provid e inform ation about the
d istance of the object. Another function is the “Directional Stability” that helps
user to w alk straight w ithout changing his d irection. It is priced approxim ately
$600. Miniguid e [31] is a sm all d evice like a hand -light (Fig. 2-21-c) that ind icates the d istance to the closest object, via its vibration rate. It has multiple
m od es and ranges (up to 8m ). The faster the vibration rate, the closer the object.
The aid has an earphone socket w hich can provid e aud io feed back. It is priced
at approxim ately $330. LaserCane [32] is a cane w ith 3 laser range sensors: for
head -height, straight-ahead and d rop -offs obstacles (Fig. 2-21-d ) and an aud io
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system that prod uces w arning sound s (or correspond ing to the obstacles d istance) and vibration stim ulators for w arnings. The user can select betw een
sound , vibration or both. It is priced at approxim ately $3000. Ultracane [33] is
also a cane w ith em bed ded laser range scanners. If an obstacle is d etected then
certain vibration buttons w arn the user. There are d ifferent vibrations for d i fferent d irections and different vibration rates d epend ing on the d istance of the
obstacle. Its price is approxim ately $900.

2.2

Maturity Analysis

2.2.1 Structural and operational features
After discussion w ith several groups of visually im paired users, softw are d evelopers and engineers w e cam e up w ith a set of features that better
represent their view s about an ETA. Those features w ill be used for th e maturity analysis of each ETA. Table 2-1 d escribes those features.

2.2.2 Maturity tables
At this point w e attem pt to quantitatively evaluate the system s‟
progress/ m aturity in ord er to offer som e reference w ork, rather than a com parison. For every feature w e assign a w eight (w i,) w hich reflects its im portance
from the user ‟s view. The w eights are calculated using a w in -or-lose one-byone com parison d escribed below.
Every feature is com pared w ith every other feature. A binary table is
created (Table 2-2) follow ing this proced ure: if the feature from the row i is
m ore im portant than feature from colum n j then w e assign elem ent (i,j) of the
table as 1 (w in). If it is less im portant, w e assign else 0 (lose). The w eight for
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every feature is calculated by sum m ing the number of the 1s and norm alizing
to 1.
Table 2-1. Structural and operational features. Features F1 to F7 correspond
to user’s needs while F8 to F14 reflect the developer’s and engineer’s views.

#
F1

Feature
Real time

F2

Wearable

F3

Portable

F4

Reliable

F5

Low -cost

F6

Friendly

F7

Functionalities

F8

Simple

F9

Robust

F10

Wireless connectivity

F11
F12

Performance
Originality

F13

Availability

F14

Future

D escription
The system op erates fast enou gh so that the inform ation e xchange w ith the u ser is u sefu l e.g. if an obstacle d etection system need s 10 second s to d etect an obstacle that is 6 feet in
front of the w alking-u ser, then the d evice is not real tim e.
The d evice is w orn on the u ser ‟s bod y or as a p iece of his
clothing. Wearable d evices are u sefu l for ap p lications that requ ire com p u tational su p p ort w hile the u ser's hand s, voice,
eyes, ears or attention are actively engaged w ith the p hysical
environm ent. The interaction betw een the u ser and the d evice
is constant. Another featu re is the ability to m u lti-task: it is not
necessary to stop w hat you are d oing to u se the d evice; it is
au gm ented into all other actions.
The d evice is light and sm all w ith an ergonom ic shap e so that
the u ser can carry it w ithou t effort, for long d istances and
tim e.
The system fu nctions correctly in rou tine bu t also in d ifferent
hostile or/ and u nexp ected circu m stances.
The d evice is (or it w ill be, w hen it com es to the m assive p r od u ction stage) afford able for m ost u sers.
The d evice is easy to learn, easy to u se and encou rages the
u ser to regard the system as a p ositive help in getting the job
d one.
The nu m ber and the im p ortance of the system ‟s fu nctionalities.
The com p lexity of both hard w are and softw are is sm all. The
hard w are p arts are few and sim p le to u se (from the u ser ‟s
p art) and sim p le to bu ild (from the d esigner ‟s p art).
The d evice is w ell constru cted so it can resist in d ifficu lt env ironm ental cond itions or in hard u se. Its fu nctionality varies
m inim ally d esp ite of d istu rbing factor influ ences. It can still
fu nction in the p resence of p artial failu res.
The d evice is connected w ireless to a com p u ter (ser ver/ d atabase) in ord er to continu ou sly exchange inform ation.
Ad d itionally, p art of the p rocessing need ed for its op eration
can be d one on the rem ote com p u ter.
Overall p erform ance
The id ea and the m ethod ology are original p rom oting scientific and technological know led ge.
The system is im p lem ented . A d evice that is read y to u se and
real-tim e exp erim ents can be p erform ed e.g. a system that is
only in the softw are stage is not available.
Fu tu re im p rovem ents or enhancem ents
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Table 2-2. Binary table for calculation of weights of the features.
F1
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

F11

F12

F13

F14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

F2

1

F3

1

1

F4

1

1

1

F5

1

1

1

1

F6

1

1

1

1

1

F7

1

1

1

1

1

0

F8

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

F9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

F10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

F11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

F12

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

F13

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

F14

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

wi

0.93

0.86

0.57

0.71

0.50

0.43

0.57

0.29

0.21

0.14

1.00

0.14

0.50

1

0.64

Table 2-3. Table of scores for all systems and features; A-G: audio feedback,
H-O: tactile feedback, P-Q: no interface.
Features

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

F11

F12

F13

F14

N orm. Weights
System
A
Echolocation
B
N avbelt
C
vOICe
University of
D
Stuttgart
E
FIU
Virtual Acoustic
F
Space
G
N AVI
University of
H
Guelph
I
GuideCane
J
EN VS
K
CyARM
L
Tactile Handle
M TVS
N
EPFL
O
Tyflos
P
FIU cv project
Q
UCSC

9.3

8.6

5.7

7.1

5.0

4.3

2.7

2.9

2.1

1.4

10.0

1.4

5.0

6.4

2
5
6

5
5
4

10
10
10

3
1
6

6

8

10

8

9
7
6

9
5
9

9
7
9

4
4
3

6
9

3
3
3

Scores
3
9
5
4
6
6
3
9
5

8

0

9

6

7

8

6

6

7

7

8

9

5

7

4

5

7

5

6

5

10

8

6

9

9

6

8

4

5

6

5

6

7

10

7

9

8

8

6

8

4

5

6

5

6

7

10

7

9

8

8

5

6

7

8

5

5

3

6

10

9

9
9
8
9
9
9
6
5
9

0
8
0
0
8
9
8
0
0

5
8
9
8
8
9
8
7
8

6
8
5
7
7
6
7
6
4

6
6
9
7
6
9
5
9
6

7
7
8
7
8
9
9
5
4

6
9
5
6
8
5
8
8
3

5
5
7
7
5
9
5
4
5

7
7
5
8
6
6
5
7
3

6
7
6
4
5
6
6

7
8
9
8
7
8
9
8
6

10
10
10
10
10
10

5
7
7
6
8
8
9
3
6
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10

10

5

10

2.3

Discussion on the Survey

2.3.1 Scores
The table of scores (Table 2-3) reveals that there is no system incorporating all the features in a satisfactory d egree. Features reflect m ostly the user ‟s
perspective but also the d esigner ‟s perspective. Every system offe rs som ething
special over the others but it cannot m eet all the need s, since an id eal system
should have all the features (e.g. reliability, w ireless capabilities, low price etc).
The m ost im portant find ing here is that there is no system yet that the visu al
im paired users are confid ent about its reliability, its robustness and its overall
perform ance. This is because m ost of the systems are, in the best case, at the
prototype stage and real tim e, long tim e experim ents w ith visually impaired
people have not been perform ed .

Fig. 2-22. Maturity ranking that shows the total score for each system.
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The m aturity ranking (Fig. 2-22) gives us a big picture for all the review ed ETAs; a m easure of the system‟s progress/ m aturity. The ones w ith
higher scores show better progress and / or m ore features. The system s that got
low er scores d o not have less technological or usage value, but they are still in
the early stage of their progress and they haven‟t reached their m axim um of
their perform ance. Finally w e w ant to m ention that the com m ercial prod ucts
have lim ited functionalities, sm all scientific/ technological value and high cost,
so they w ere exclud ed from the analysis.

2.3.2 Guidelines
After carefully stud ying the above system s and taking into account pr evious w orks [4], [34], [35] and our personal experience w e gained from the research, d esign and d evelopm ent of our system , w e can sum m arize som e guid elines for the d evelopm ent of electronic travel aid s. Som e of them are alread y
m entioned in the introd uction of this survey.
Accord ing to Loom is and Golled ge [36] there are three need s for people
w ith visual im pairm ents w hen navigating. The first is accessing information
w ith the rem aining sen ses, in other w ord s the aid s should provid e inform ation
that the user cannot have by him self. The second is accessibility, m eaning to be
able to navigate safely in d ifferent environm ents. The last is independence. This
is the m ost im portant and m eans that the ultim ate goal for d esigners and engineers are to m ake users m ore ind epend ent hum an beings.
In the d evelopm ent of ETAs, the m ost challenging is to d efine the pro per interface betw een the system and the user; how and w hat inform ation is sent
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to the user; d efine a robust hum an -com puter interaction schem e. For exam ple,
early ETAs “…present as m uch inform ation about the environm ent as poss ible… an excessive, confusing and unnecessary am ount of inform ation w hich
only confused blind users” [37]. We believe that w ith appropriate m od eling
and processing is required so that only the necessary useful inform ation should
be presented to the user.
Conclud ing, w e w ould like to em phasize in the follow ing characteristics:
Free-hands: not requiring from the user to hold them . Rem em ber that
the users w ill still hold the w hite cane, the m ost und isputable travel aid .
Free-ears: d espite the ad vantages of echolocation, spatial sound and
sim ilar techniques, the user ‟s ability to listen environm ental should not
be interfered .
Wearable: it offers flexibility to the users and utilizes the ad vantages of
w earable technologies.
Simple: easy to use (operation and interface not load ed w ith unnece ssary features) and w ithout the need of extensive training period .
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Chapter 3:

System’s Architecture &
Operation

The Tyflos prototype integrates various softw are and hard w are com p onents and each of them w ill be presented in d etail in the follow ing chapters.
H ere, an overview of th e architecture and the operation of the prototype w ill be
presented .

3.1

Hardware and software architecture
Fig. 3-1 presents the high-level hard w are architecture of the current pro-

totype. The interaction w ith the user involves d ifferent m od alities:
Visual: the stereo cam eras are the m ain input m ed ium and they capture
visual environm ental inform ation.
Speech commands: using the m icrophone the user can give speech
com m and s and operate the system .
Vibration Array vest: the user perceives inform ation about the env ironm ent (obstacles, objects, paths etc) in a tw o d im ensional tactile m a nner.
System commands: via the ear-speaker the system inform s the user
w ith speech m essages, about the environm ent (N avigator m od ule) or
about texts currently being read e.g. new spaper (Read er m od ule).
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nd

Fig. 3-1. Hardware architecture of the Tyflos 2 prototype, emphasizing on its
multimodal characteristics. The green boxes are input media (stereo cameras:
capture visual information, microphone: speech information from the user) and
the yellow boxes are output media (ear-speaker: speech messages to the user,
vibration array vest: tactile information to the user.

Fig. 3-2. Hardware and software architecture of the 2

nd

Tyflos prototype.

Fig. 3-2 presents the softw are architecture along w ith the involved
hard w are. An extend ed version, includ ing the Tyflos Read er m od ule, as w ell as
the PLD (Position Locator Device) capabilities and the range verification co m 38

ponent, is show n in Fig. 3-3. It is im portant to m ention that d espite the fact that
the system follow s a one-w ay flow, an iterative feed back-based d esign of the
softw are and hard w are is follow ed so the system w ill fit the user ‟s need s.

nd

Fig. 3-3. Extended architecture of the 2 Tyflos prototype, including the OCRtype Reader module, range sensor validation and PLD capabilities using GPS
sensors.

3.2

Operation modeling

3.2.1 Stochastic Petri-Nets
There is a variety of m ethod ologies used for operation m od eling, such
as form al languages, d irected graphs, classical m athem atical m od els, queuing
m od els, Petri-N ets etc. In the next paragraphs of this chapter, a m od ified version of a Stochastic Petri-N et (SPN) w ill be used to m od el the fram ew ork of the
functionality of Tyflos w earable prototype [38]. The m ajor reasons for using the
Stochastic Petri-N ets m od el rather than a H id d en Markov Mod el (H MM) are:
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SPN is an efficient m od eling tool for the functional d escription and
analysis of com plex system s;
SPN is able to sim ultaneously d escribe concurrency, parallelism , and
synchronization of events that take place in a com plex system , especia lly w hen other m ethod ologies lack ad equate results;
SPN can be used as a m od eling tool for hierarchical and abstracted
(top -d ow n or bottom -up) processes;
SPN provid es tim ing d uring the execution of various events;
SPN presents com patibility w ith neural netw orks and
SPN is an efficient interface for control and comm unication.
D efinition: A generalized Petri-N et [39] m od el can be d efined as
(Eq. 3-1)

SPNG = {P, T, A, I, O, M, X, C, L, D, S}

w here:
P: a finite set of places {P i, i Z} that represent a particular state of a
physical com ponent. H ere, for convenience, w e w ill use m ore letters: P
for system states (or places) or pseud o-states, U for system level com m and s, R for Read er ‟s com m and s, N for N avigator ‟s com m and s and D
for system responses);
t: a finite set of transitions, {t j, j Z} that represent a process perform ed
betw een tw o states;
A: a finite set of arcs {a rij, r,i,j Z} that represent relationships am ong
places (Pi, Pj);
Ii

(PxT), represents the input function;
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Oj

(TxP), represents the output function;

M i: a vector of m arking (tokens T) (m ij, i,j Z) that represent the status of
the places;
X: a vector of tim e values (x i, i Z) related w ith the tim e required by a
process to be perform ed ;
C: the alphabet {ci, i Z} of com m unication;
L: a finite set of possibly m arking-d epend ent firing rates {li, i Z} associated w ith the transitions;
D : a finite set {d i, i Z} of d elays associated w ith the transitions;
S: a finite set of structural properties {s i, i Z} associated w ith places.
In the follow ing paragraphs w e w ill present some of the operational interactive m od es of the Tyflos prototype m od eled by the SPN . These m odes are
presented in a hierarchical w ay. We start w ith a sm all set of com m and s in ord er
to show the synergistic interaction am ong d ifferent m od alities used by the Ty flos prototype.

3.2.2 Commands
Statistical speech recognition enables the recognition of a w ord , phrase,
or sentence pronounced w hen m atched w ith a finite set of possibilities. This
technique is typically used in com m and -and -control settings, such as those
found in issuing com m and s to the Tyflos prototype.
The speech recognition system used by Tyflos is called H TK and it is
d eveloped at University of Cam brid ge [40]. H TK is regard ed as a state of the
art research level H id d en Markov Model toolkit w ith speech recognition libr a41

ries built on top of it. Thus it provid es a good fram ew ork to prototype the
speech recognition used in Tyflos.
H TK relies on a pred efined set of interactions w ith the user. Gram m ars
d efine w ord s, phrases, and sentences for use d uring an interaction w ith a user.
When a user speaks a w ord or phrase, H TK uses a probabilistic m od el to a ttem pt to m ap the input to a gram m ar. Generally, the perform ance of H TK is
inversely related to the size of the gram m ar vocabulary. H ow ever, for the Ty flos system , w e have resolved this problem by keeping the gram m ar sm all.
H TK uses stand ard ized m od els to represent each phonem e in the En glish language. Com binations of sequential phonem es w ere trained on acoustic
d ata. Word s in a know led ge base w ere thus constructed as interconnected ne tw orks of trained phonem es, using probabilistic transitions to d escribe the likelihood of tw o sound units being heard consecutively.
Gram m ars specify the constraints of the expected utterance. Gram m ars
can be very sim ple or com plex. A sim ple gram m ar m ay enable the user to
sim ply respond w ith „yes‟ or „no‟ to a series of questions . Com plex gram m ars
m ay provid e the ability for a user to give a lengthy com m and such as, “ Find
open paths and number of obstacles.” When a system is com pletely d epend ent
on voice recognition, gram m ars are required to lim it the vocabulary used in the
interactions. Thus, in the Tyflos system w e have lim ited the interaction co m m and s, m any of w hich are listed in Table 3-1.
Tyflos m ust be able to recognize various com mand s to control the d evice. Exam ples of com mand s includ e: Find paths, Find objects, Find
people.
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H TK provid es a gram m ar d efinition language for specifying gram m ars
for phrases like these. The language consists of a set of variable d efinitions fo llow ed by a regular expression w hich d escribes the phrases to recognize. The
gram m ar could be d epicted as a netw ork, as show n in Fig. 3-4. A sm all portion
of the gramm ar for the Tyflos N avigator m od ule follow s:
$command = NAVIGATE | STOP | PAUSE;
(SENT-START( <$command> ) SENT-END )
$elements= PATHS | OBJECTS | PEOPLE;
(SENT-START( FIND | (FIND <$elements>) ) SENT-END)
Table 3-1. User-System Commands

User voice-commands
N ame
(System)
U0
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
(N avigator)
N0
N1
N2

Action

Speech

Pu ts system in IDLE state
Tu rns system off
Pau ses cu rrent execu tion
Resu m es cu rrent execu tion
Sw itch to N avigator m od e
Sw itch to Read er m od e

“System
“System
“System
“System
“System
“System

Find op en p aths / object avoid ance
Recognize objects
Recognize faces

“Find p aths”
“Find objects”
“Find p eop le”

Fig. 3-4. Tyflos Navigator Grammar as Network
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on”
off”
p au se”
resu m e”
navigate”
read ”

Another im portant aspect of using H TK is constructing a d ictionary.
The d ictionary m aps w ord s to their phonetics. During training, a record ing of a
person speaking the w ord s w ill be parsed and mapped to the phonetics. In this
w ay the dictionary serves as a brid ge betw een the actual sound and the gra m m ar d efined for an application.
Exam ples of w ord s in the d ictionary follow :
FIND

f ay n d

PATHS

p ae th s

OBJECTS

ax b jh eh k t s

PEOPLE

p iy p l

STOP

s t oh p

PAUSE

p ao z

NAVIGATE

n ae v ih g ey t

For a user to interact w ith Tyflos, w e need m ore than a gram mar d efin ition. The speech recognition for Tyflos is created by assem bling a series of
prom pts and responses into a usable interaction. This form of interaction lend s
itself to being m od eled w ith Stochastic Petri N ets. This is d ue to the nature of
the set of serial interactions w ith the user in w hich the user is presented w ith a
series of questions and respond s to the system accord ingly. These responses are
used as triggers to change the state of the system .

3.2.3 The Tyflos hierarchical SPN model
In this section w e present the synergistic operation of the Tyflos m od ules in a hierarchical schem e m od eled using SPN s. At the highest level, the
graphical representation of the SPN m od el represents the interaction betw een
the user and the assistive d evice. In particular the user com m and s the d evice to
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operate in one of the tw o m od es (Read er or N avigator) and the d evice r espond s to that com m and . This particular interaction is graphically show n in
Fig. 3-5.

Fig. 3-5. Level 1 SPN model (user-device).

Fig. 3-6. Level-2 SPN model (device).

The next level in the mod el‟s hierarchy show s the various states into
w hich the assistive d evice can be transferred based on the voice com m ands i ssued by the user and the current state of the d evice. In particular, at this oper a45

tional level w e present 4 states (off, id le, execute, pause) of the d evice to d e m onstrate the SPN m od el, as show n in Fig. 3-6. The third level in our hierarchy
graphically presents the d evice‟s transition from the Read er m od e to the N av igator m od e follow ing a user ‟s com m and , see Fig. 3-7.
The follow ing sections present each of the tw o mod es (Read er, N avig ator), and their correspond ing SPN graphical m odel.

Fig. 3-7. Level-3 SPN model (modules interaction)

3.2.3.2 The Navigator’s SPN module
Follow ing the hierarchical schem e d iscussed in section 4.2, the SPN
m od el for the N avigator m od ule is show n in Fig. 3-8. In this m od el there are
three prim ary states for the N avigator: the Paths, the Objects, and the Faces. The
current state of the d evice proceed s from one state to another follow ing user
voice-com m and s N .
The Paths place represents the operational state for the obstacle d etection system . The prim ary purpose of this state is to inform the user (via the VA)
of obstacles and open paths. When in the Objects or Faces state, the d evice inform s the user of objects or people respectively that m ay be of-interest, via the
ear-speaker. It is im portant to notice that the m odel supports concurrent oper a46

tional states of the system . Thus, the ability to provid e inform ation about
people w hile safely navigating know n open paths is supported .

Fig. 3-8. Level-4 SPN model (Navigator) (note: the states without label correspond to pseudo-states).

3.2.4 Illustrative Examples
In this section w e provid e illustrative exam ples of the interaction b etw een the various Tyflos m od alities (images, aud io and text).
3.2.4.1 A case study
George w as born blind . As he m akes his w ay around his university
cam pus, his tools for navigation are his long cane and senses of hearing, sm ell,
and touch. By using the navigation m od ule of the Tyflos system he is able to
receive tactile feed back through the vibration m esh on his abd om en. As George
w alks through the cafeteria he feels the vibration grow in intensity on his left
sid e, but his long cane does not touch anything. H e realizes that this is due to
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the shelf that he can set his tray on at the cashier co unter. George is thankful for
the feed back from Tyflos because many tim es in the past he has run into this
shelf since the overhang is too high for his cane to touch.
3.2.4.2 Navigator example
As d iscussed alread y the prim ary input for the Navigator m od ule is the
stereo vision system : the tw o cam eras and the supporting softw are. Tw o nav igation scenarios are presented here to illustrate the system‟s operation. Both
scenarios require the system to be in the N avigator m od e. The user issues the
com m and “System navigate” to ensure that system is in the proper state. A
second comm and “Show paths” is issued to enable Paths m ode of the system .
The first scenario illustrates the user w alking tow ard an open d oor. As
the user progresses, the cam eras capture stereo im ages as s how n in Fig. 3-9a
and Fig. 3-9b, and Tyflos prod uces d epth and distance m aps (Fig. 3-9c and Fig.
3-9d ). After applying a high -to-low algorithm on the center square area of the
m aps, and using the correspond ences presented in Table 3-2, the final low resolution projected 3D environm ent is presented on user ‟s vibration array vest
(Fig. 3-10a and Fig. 3-10b). N otice that the tw o m id d le vibration colum ns of the
vest d o not vibrate (black color) and the tw o side columns vibrate in vibration
level 1 (see Table 3-2). This inform ation presents the user w ith a safe yet narrow
path in the center of his/ her navigation route.
A second scenario illustrates a person exiting a room , blocking the n avigation path (Fig. 3-10a). This causes all 16 elem ents of the vibration array
cells to vibrate, ind icating that no open path can be id entified (Fig. 3-10b). Add itionally, if the system is in the Face m od e the person‟s face w ould be d etected
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(Fig. 3-11a) and recognized . The user w ould be inform ed w ith an aud ible m essage such as “Person in front of you” after successful face d etection or “A lex in
front of you” after successful d etection and recognition.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Fig. 3-9. Navigation scenario 1: a,b) Left and right camera 384×288 image (after rectification), c) Disparities map, d) Distances map with selected square
area of 256×256.

b.

a.

Fig. 3-10. Navigation scenario 1: Final 4×4 distances map, projected on user
via the vibration array (the blue grid is used for visualize better the 4×4 vibrating cells of the array) a) classic pyramid, b) revised pyramid with navigational
criteria.
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Table 3-2. Vibration level, vibration frequency, distance and color representation correspondence.

Vibration
level
3
2
1
0

Vibration frequency [Hz]
8
4
2
0

D istance
range [m]
(0,1)
[1,2)
[2,3)
[3,∞)

a.

D istance characterization
Very close
Close
Far
Very far

Grayscale representation
White
Light gray
Dark gray
Black

b.

Fig. 3-11. Navigation scenario 2: a) Fused image from cameras, while the selected red area correspond to motion detection and the green square to detected person, b) Low resolution 4×4 distances map projected on the vibration
vest.
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Chapter 4:
4.1

Implementation

The cane paradigm
Tyflos, as w ell as m ost of the aid s stud ied in the survey, are second ary

navigation aid s, supplem entary for the first m obility aid w hich is usually the
w hite cane. White cane is the m ost successful m obility aid and is being taught
by Orientation and Mobility (O&M) instructors to the m ajority of the blind or
visually im p aired people.
Blasch, Wiener and Welsh [4] sum m arize its ad vantages as the high m aneuverability, allow ing investigation of the environm ent w ithout actual hand
contact. Ad ditionally it is reliable, long-lasting, not affected by w eather and
tem perature, cheap, almost no m aintenance, can be accom m od ated to m ost u sers‟ physical specifications. The m ajor lim itations are that it offers no protection
from obstacles to the upper part of the body, it requires the user to continuously scan the area, it cannot d etect obstacles further than the its length,
the d ifficulty to achieve a good foot placem ent preview, the interference of
w ind and finally the d anger of tripping ped estrians in congested areas. We
strongly believe that the w hite cane is an intuitive aid that is very d ifficult to be
replaced , thus, stud ying its characteristics is a baseline for any d esigner of tr avel aid s for blind or visually im paired , in ord er to und erstand the user ‟s need s.
For our d esign w e w ill focus on resolving the first three (bold letters) lim it ation, w hich are also the m ost im portant accord ing to users‟ opinions.
Before d iscussing the hum an factors of the prototype and the im ple51

m entation d etails w e w ill present the N ational Research Council‟s guidelines
for ETAs [4]:
Detection of obstacles in the travel path from ground level to head
height for the full bod y w id th.
Travel surface inform ation includ ing textures and discontinuities.
Detection of objects bordering the travel path for shorelining and projection.
D istant object and cardinal direction information for projection of a
straight line.
Landmark location and id entification inform ation.
Inform ation enabling self-familiarization and mental mapping of an
environm ent.
Ad d itionally: ergonomic, operate w ith minimal interface w ith natural
sensory channels, single unit, reliable, user choice of aud itory or tactile
m od alities, durable, easily repairable, robust, low pow er and cosmetically accepted.

4.2

Human factors
In H um an-Com puter Interaction, the d esigners and engineers try to

find efficient w ays to facilitate the inter-com m unication betw een the user and
the system . Tactation is a form of conveying m essages to the users w hich has
been stud ied not as extensively as the visu al and sound feedback. The use of
sound / aud io feed back is often unw anted because it blocks environmental
sound s w hich are critical for navigation and perception of the environm ent,
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especially for visually impaired users.
In the rest of the paragraph w e w ill d iscuss the hum an factors of the d esign and im plem entation of our navigation/ m obility prototype w ith m ore e m phasis on the vibration array, its m ain com ponent.

4.2.1 Tactile modalities
The w ays to exploit the m od alities of the skin‟s sensors are [41] via:
Mechanical energy: static pressure or vibration .
Electric field
Tem perature d ifference: therm al flow.
The m ost com m only used m echanical energy d evices are the pin -based
d isplays and the vibrating m otors. In pin -based d isplays, the tactile pattern is
form ed by an array of pins controlled usually w ith piezoelectric actuators.
Popular exam ples are the Braille d isplays, alread y in the m arket such as the
Braille Star 80 (Fig. 4-1-a), a Braille keyboard for taking notes, d eveloped by
H and y Tech Elektronik Gm bH [42] or the SyncBraille (Fig. 4-1-b), a Braille d isplay for read ing, d eveloped by GW Micro [43]. Pin-based arrays have a very
high refresh rate but they are not suited w ell for w earable d evices, as the v ibrating m otors d o. Electrotactile d evices apply sm all current or electric field
that activate the nerves generating the sensation of pressure or vibration but
they are m ore d ifficult to fabricate and integrate in system s [41].
Taking the above into consid eration w e d ecid ed that vibrating m otors
are best suited for our project because they are chea p, easy-to-use, easy to integrate into a w earable system and the m ost w id ely accepted .
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Fig. 4-1. a) Braille Star 80, a Braille keyboard, b) SyncBraille: a Braille display

4.2.2 Information coding
The Vibration Array of the Tyflos system is a d ynam ic tactile d isplay
[41] because the states of its tactile elem ents (vibrating m otors) change over
tim e, reflecting environm ental changes. The fund am ental id ea w as to create an
interface that w ill be able to display environm ental inform ation norm ally perceived by the eyes; in the field of view of the user. This is inform ation regard ing objects and open navigation paths, m ostly focusing on their spatial chara cteristics (location in xyz-space, size and shape). The 2 d im ensional arrangem ent
of the vibratin g m otors correspond s to the tw o d im ensions of the navigation
space (w id th-x and height--y), w hile the d epth-z w ill be represented from the
d ifferent frequencies of the m otors.
Accord ing to Jan van Erp [44], the w ays that a tactile stim ulus can carry
inform ation are:
By subjective magnitude: change in the m agnitud e/ strength of the
stim ulus e.g. for electro-tactile, increase the voltage.
By frequency: e.g. d ifferent rotating frequencies for a vibrating m otor
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By temporal parameters: tem poral changes e.g. change of frequency
over tim e.
By location interface: spatial d istribution of applied stim uli e.g. in the
d ifferent parts of the user ‟s torso.
Our system utilizes all of the above besid es the subjective am plitud e;
the frequ ency of the m otor is invariable but the m otors are d riven by variable
frequency square pulses, w hich can be consid ered as a combination of the fr equency and tem poral characteristics w hile the 2 d im ensions of the array exploit
the cod ing inform ation by location.
Experim ents from psychophysics and hum an factors stud ies [44], [45],
[46], [47], [48] give som e guid elines for the d esign of vibrotactile system s:
The (rotating) frequency should be betw een 50H z and 600H z for optim al results [49]. The m otors used rotate in 1200±300H z. We consid er that
m inor problem because w e d on‟t vary that frequency for d elivering inform ation.
The tim e betw een signal m ust be at least 10m s (10m s puls es or gaps)
[50], [51]. The vibrator m otors are d riven by square pulses w ith m axim um frequency of 10.5H z, correspond ing to ~90m s pulses.
A spatial acuity of 4cm w ill suffice for m ost parts of the upper bod y
[52], [53]. The m otors are placed in a 5.5cm d istance betw een each other.

4.2.3 Torso display
Different stud ies show that the torso is the m ost appropriate part of the
bod y to d isplay d irectional and spatial inform ation. Mapping stim uli d irectly
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“… to the body coordinates, tactile displays can present spatial information in an intu itive way” [54]. The spatial and tem poral resolution is not as good as other bod y
parts, such as the fingertips or the tongue [41], but “vibrotactile stimulus on the
torso immediately leads to a percept of external direction, an effect called the “tap on
the shoulder” principle” [55]. In ad d ition, torso tactile d isplays can easily be incorporated in a w earable d evice and not interfere w ith other activities of the
user (talking, listening, hold ing).

4.3

The stereo vision system

4.3.1 Overview
One m ajor part of the Tyflos navigation system is the stereo vision sy stem . As mentioned it is com posed of tw o micro-cam eras attached to a pair of
conventional d ark eye-glasses. The tw o cameras are connected through USB to
the portable com puter of the system and they are capable of capturing im ages
and video in real-tim e from the space in front of the user. Using stereoscopic
vision techniques the outputs of the tw o cam eras can prod uce a d epth m ap of
the environm ent. Depth m ap is a 2D im age but instead the pixels d on‟t
represent colors but a d istance of the correspond ing point in 3D space.
All the steps d iscussed later are im plem ented using C++ program m ing
language and the Intel‟s open source com puter vision library OpenCV [56],
[57]. The various processing steps slow d ow n the fram e rate of the vid eo but
still the speed can be consid ered as real tim e (approxim ately 3.5fps), for this
project‟s purpose.
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4.3.2 The cameras
For this prototype tw o inexpensive w eb cam eras Creative Live! Cam
Vid eo IM Pro (Fig. 4-2a) w here selected sold by Creative Labs Inc. [58]. They
are equipped w ith a 6mm lens w ith 62° visual angle. Their CCD sensor has a
resolution of 300K pixels and it can capture color im ages of 352×288 pixels and
color vid eo w ith fram e rate up -to 30 fps. The focusing is m anual and it can be
set in the range from 3cm to infinity and they connect to the portable com puter
through USB. They are attached on a custom thin alum inum plate w hich is attached behind the glasses‟ lenses (Fig. 4-2b). The optical axes of the cam eras are
parallel in a distance of 63m m from each other.

a.

b.
Fig. 4-2. a) The Creative Live! Cam Video IM Pro web-camera by Creative
Inc.[58] and b) the two web-cameras without the packaging, attached on the
aluminum plate which is screwed on conventional eye glasses.
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The reasons w hy w e chose these cam eras are:
Small and light so that they can easily be attached on the glasses w it hout d isturbing the user and being aesthetically accepted .
They capture im ages and vid eos in relatively high resolution.
Their low price (approx. $50 each)

4.3.3 Methodologies overview
Before any stereo vision algorithm is applied to the outputs of the ca m eras, the cam eras need to be calibrated . This m eans, to find their intrinsic (focal
length, principal point, skew coefficient and d istortions) and extrinsic param eters (relative rotation and translation of the tw o cam eras) [59].
Cam era calibration is an off-line proced ure perform ed only once w hen
the hard w are stereo vision system is built. N ow that all the calibration param eters are know n, the proced ure is as follow s:
Capture images from cam eras
Undistort im ages: rem ove any geom etric distortions e.g. barrel d istortion)
Rectify im ages: rotate im ages so that their epipolar lines are aligned h orizontally.
Apply stereo correspondence algorithm .

4.3.4 Depth perception
The stereo correspond ence algorithm is the stereo vision algorithm that
w ill find the pixel‟s correspond ence of one im age to another (left cam era im age
to right camera image) and practically prod uce the d epth m ap. The algorithm
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used for creating the d epth m ap is from Birchfield and Tom asi [60], [61] The
output of the stereo correspond ence algorithm is an im age called d isparity
m ap. A point in space is represented in d ifferent horizontal coord inates in the
tw o stereo im ages; this difference in num ber of pixels is called d isparity.
The correspond ence of a d isparity value and the d istance in space can
be calculated if w e know the geom etry of the system and the characteristics of
the cam era. Experim entally this is rather d ifficult and m any m anufacturers
d on‟t give im portant characteristics of the cam era such as the pixel size in [μm ].
Thus, w e d ecided to experim entally match d isparities w ith d istances by calculating the d isparities for objects that w ere placed in pred efined d istances.
Fig. 4-3 is the experimental graph for d isparity -d istance correspond ence. We fitted the points w ith a pow er function:
(Eq. 4-1)
w here D is the distance in [m] and

is the disparity in [pixels].

Fig. 4-3. Experimental graph for disparity-distance correspondence.
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4.4

The 2D Vibration Array

4.4.1 Vibrating motors
The m arket d oesn‟t offer a big variety of sm all size vibration d evices.
The m ost popular are the vibrators used by cell-phone m anufacturers and they
can be either coin-type or cylind rical. For this d esign, the vibrator m otors (Fig.
4-4) used (C1030B028F) are of-the-shelf, m anufactured by Jinlong Machinery
[62]. They are coin -type and our m arket research show ed that they are the
sm allest; 3m m thick, 10m m d iam eter, w hich m eans that they can be easily a ttach on the clothes of the user. Ad d itionally their vibration level is sm all
enough, so that w ill not harm the user, but on the other hand it w ill give the
d esired inform ation. The pow er consum ption is sm all w hich m akes it appr opriate for a w earable d evice and also safe for the user.

Fig. 4-4. The JinLong Machinery C1030B028F coin-type vibrator (1cm in diameter and 3mm thick)

4.4.2 Vibration module
The easiest w ay to perceive inform ation from a vibrotactile d evice (i.e.
vibrator m otor) is by d ifferent frequency pulses because a different rotation
speed w ill not be so easily perceived and is also not possible for m ost m icro vibrators like these. The circuit chosen to prod uce these square pulses is a 555
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tim er in unstable operation (Fig. 4-5). The ad vantages are that 555 can prod uce
very low frequencies (in the ord er of H z or even low er) w hich are necessary for
the application. Ad d itionally the d uty cycle of the square pulse is increasing
w ith the frequency. The frequency is controlled by a resistor value so this
brings the need to use the d igital potentiometer DS1803-100 by Dallas Sem icond uctors [63].
The DS1803-100 is a d ual d igital potentiom eter w ith tw o 256 position
potentiom eters and m axim um resistance at 100kΩ. It is controlled by a 2-w ire
serial interface [64], named SDA and SCL. The 3 ad d ress pins allow up to 8 p otentiom eters to share the sam e 2-w ire interface. The vibration m od ule is consisted of one DS1803 and tw o 555 tim ers (Fig. 4-6). That m eans that each m od ule can d rive 2 vibrators.

Fig. 4-5. The 555 timer in unstable operation.
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Fig. 4-6. The vibration module schematic: the digital potentiometer DS1803
controls two LM555CN timers that can drive one vibrator each.

Fig. 4-7. The vibration array schematic: through the 2-wire interface, 8 vibration
modules can be controlled which can drive up to 16 vibrators.
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4.4.3 The Vibration Array
As m entioned before there are 3 ad d ress bits for the DS1803 so the m a xim um num ber is 8. For this d esign the m axim um num ber of vibration m od ules
(8) is selected and they can be controlled under the sam e 2 w ire bus and d ata
transm ission protocol. The 8 m od ules can be interpreted as 16 vibrators, d efining a 16 elem ents array as see in figure 3-4. The size of the array can easily be
extend ed by m ultiplexing. This possible expansion w ill be re -evaluated after
the first experim ental results and feed back from the users. Ad d itionally, the
size cannot increase a lot because as d iscussed earlier in the chapter, there are
lim iting factors on the m inim um distance the vibrating elem ents can be in o rd er for the user to perceive d istinct vibrations.

Fig. 4-8. a) The prototype vibration array boards (green boards) connected with
the 8051 microcontroller development board (top) and b) the inside of the vibration array vest with the 16 vibrators arranged in a 4×4 manner.
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4.4.4 Hierarchical design
The hierarchical approach is a basic characteristic of this d esign. The v ibration m od ule is the basic unit. Com bing the vibration m od ules w e have v ibration array (practically the circuit that controls the vibration array). The
highest level is the operation through the portable com puter and the m icroco ntroller (Fig. 4-9).

Fig. 4-9. The high-level design of the Tyflos’ vibration array.

4.5

Interface
A d evelopm ent board equipped w ith a 8051 microprocessor [65] w as

used to supp ort the 2-w ire interface [64]. The interface w as im plem ented in Assem bly cod e and the com m unication w ith the portable com puter is d one
through a USB port w ith a C/ C++ serial interface. The assem bly cod e is load ed
in the flash ROM (w hich is em bed d ed on the m icroprocessor ‟s d evelopm ent
board ) as a start-up program . Vibration frequencies for every vibrator (or in
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other w ord s the values of each potentiom eter) are set by send ing the values
from the portable com puter to the microcontroller in a serial m anner (vibrator 1, vibrator-2,… vibrator-16, vibrator-1… etc). The band w idth is very fast so
there is no issue of d elay since all vibrators are set alm ost sim ultaneously and
thus real-tim e operation is guaranteed .

4.6

Operation

4.6.1 Frequency and duty cycle
The vibrators can prod uce frequencies betw een 1.25H z and 10.5H z (Fig.
4-10). The d uty cycle changes also w ith the frequency (Fig. 4-11), giving a better
perception of the vibrations from the user (low er frequencies have sm aller d uty
cycle). For our application the range of frequencies is the d esired . This w as
carefully selected by using the appropriate potentiom eter, resistor (
pacitor (

and ca-

, having in mind the equations for the 555‟s unstable operation:

(Eq. 4-2)

(Eq. 4-3)
w here

is the potentiom eter ‟s resistance.
The d uty cycle is very im portant factor. For higher frequencies w e w ant

big d uty cycle or else the positive voltage tim e w ill not be enough to set the
m otors in m otion. For low er frequencies w e w ant sm all d uty cycles (spike like
square pulses) because a big one w ill result long continuous vibrations, giving
the im pression to the user of a continuous vibrat ion w hich can be interpreted
as a close obstacle.
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Fig. 4-10. Experimental frequencies of the square pulses produced by the
timers and drive the vibrators.

Fig. 4-11. Experimental duty cycles of the square pulses produced by the timers and drive the vibrators.
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4.6.2 Calibration
In practice, d ue to the analog characteristics of the d esign, the pr ogram m ing for every potentiom eter/ tim er m od ule w ith a certain hexad ecim al
value w ill not result in the sam e output frequency, so a calibration of the vibration m od ules w as necessary. Table 4-1 is the calibration table and presents the
characteristic calibration curve for one potentiometer.
Table 4-1. Calibration table for the 16 potentiometers (8 vibration modules).
e.g. to achieve frequency of 3Hz in vibrating motor #2 I need to send 0x76 at
the potentiometer #2

Frequencies [Hz] and corresponding hex values
pot#

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

0

29

69

A8

C8

DB

E8

F0

F7

FA

FD

1

3E

79

B4

D0

E2

ED

F5

FA

FD

FF

2

3B

76

B1

CF

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

3

2E

6C

AB

CA

DD

E9

F2

F8

FB

FE

4

3A

75

B0

CE

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

5

33

71

AE

CC

DD

EB

F3

F9

FC

FE

6

37

73

AF

CD

DF

EB

F3

F9

FC

FE

7

38

75

B1

CD

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

8

37

73

AF

CD

DF

EB

F3

F9

FC

FE

9

38

75

B1

CE

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

10

3B

77

B1

CF

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

11

34

71

AE

CD

DF

EB

F3

F9

FC

FE

12

39

75

B0

CE

E0

EC

F3

F9

FC

FE

13

30

6D

AC

CB

DD

EA

F2

F8

FC

FE

14

3B

76

B1

CE

E0

EC

F4

F9

FC

FE

15

3E

7A

B4

D0

E0

EE

F5

FA

FD

FF
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Fig. 4-12. Typical calibration curve (hex value – output frequency) for a vibration module.
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Chapter 5:

Vibration Array Language

As m entioned earlier, the 2D vibration array is one of the im portant
com ponents of the Tyflos navigation system . The VAL language w ill assist us to
associate high resolution visual patterns frequently appeared in the corrid ors of
build ings, such as chairs, tables, books, hum ans, boxes, etc, w ith their low resolution representations. This association w ill be use as a training set for the v isually im paired ind ivid uals and later as the w orking d atabase d uring their n avigation insid e of build ings. Thus, in the follow ing section w e briefly provid e
the form al m od el of the language and a few sim ple exam ples explaining its 3D
representation of patterns. Thus, the follow ing sections are d ed icated to the
m od eling, im plem entation and sim ulation of the Vibration Array.

5.1

Formal model
The m od eling of the Vibration Array is a tw o-d im ensional representa-

tion of a one-d im ensional form al language [24], [66], [67], w ith tw o d im ensional characteristics.

5.1.1 Symbols
Definitions: An array P is d efined as:
(Eq. 5-1)
w ith

. We w ill d efine a context-free form al language consisting of one

type of letters (sym bols). We also d efine special sym bols A w ith length l, w hich
consists of

consecutive elem ents of the array in the sam e row or colum n e.g.
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for l,

. Thus, A can be d efined as:

(Eq. 5-2)
w here

are coord inates of the starting elem ent,
the length of the symbol (num ber of elem ents),
and

is a

,

colum n array w here

,

.
Propositions: Assum e tw o sym bols
if

,

and

.

and
overlaps w ith

. Then:

if they have at least one

elem ent of the array in com m on. We can obtain the set of the special symbols:
(Eq. 5-3)
w here

is the m axim um num ber of sym bols that can be

represented in the array.

5.1.2 Grammar
Definition: A gram mar is d efined as:
(Eq. 5-4)
w here:
(Eq. 5-5)
is the set of non -term inal sym bols
(Eq. 5-6)
is the set of term inal symbols. And the sym bol # represents the unique operator
of the language and
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(Eq. 5-7)
is the set of prod uction rules and

is the start symbol of gram m ar

.

The gram m ar is context-free [67] because all the prod uction rules follow
the rule

w here

is a non-term inal sym bol and

is either a term inal or a

non-term inal symbol. We nam e this gram m ar VAG (Vibration Array Gra m m ar).

5.1.3 The VAL Formal Model
The w ord s that VAG can prod uce are of the form:
,

and

, w here

is the length of the w ord . Thus, th e VAL language

can be d efined :

(Eq. 5-8)

5.2

Simulation
A com puter sim ulation of the language is presented . We w ill use a

32×32 vibration array. The vibration frequency w ill be represented in the z -axis.
There are 4 vibration levels from 0 to 3 show n in Table 5-1 and a color is assigned for visualization purposes (Table 5-2).
Table 5-1. Similar with Table 3-2: Vibration levels, vibration frequencies and
object distances correspondence.

Vibration level
0
1
2
3

Frequency [Hz]
0
2
4
8

D istance range [m]
[3,∞)
[2,3)
[1,2)
(0,1)
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Vibration strength

N one
Low
Med iu m
H igh

Table 5-2. Color representations of the 4 vibration levels.
Vibration level

RGB representation

0
1
2
3

Grayscale representation

Cyan
Yellow
Red
Bu rgu nd y

Black
Dark gray
Light gray
White

Seven sim ulated cases w ill be show n covering d ifferent possible scen arios d uring navigation. For the object oriented softw are im plementation in
C++, letters (as w ell as w ord s) are objects of the form :
w here

are the coord inates of the first elem ent in the array (assum e elem ent

being in the top left corner w hich w ill represent d istances of obstacles b eing on the left top corner of the user ‟s, length is the length of the letter and
is an array of length length and hold s the vibration level for every elem ent. The
vibration array can hold a w ord W w hich is a com bination of sym bols. For better visualization the different vibration levels have d ifferent color (see table 41).
Vertical obstacle, e.g. stand ing/ w alking person, (fig. 4-1a).
,

w here

,

,

and
Tw o vertical obstacles, e.g. 2 persons, (fig. 4-1b).
, w here

,

and

Sid e obstacles e.g. corrid or or open d oor, (fig. 4-1c).
,

w here

,

,

and
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,

Sid e and vertical obstacles, e.g. person in a corridor, (fig. 4-1d ).
, w here

,

and

Overhanging obstacle on the right, (fig. 4-1e).
w here

w here

and
Ground obstacle on the right e.g. box on the floor, (fig. 4-1f).
w here

, w here

and

Com plex obstacle e.g. a w orkstation in an office, (fig. 4-1g).
, w here

, w here

and
The characteristic of the VAL is that it can represent any possible o bstacle (or com bination of obstacles) in various d istances. The array hold s a
w ord that is com bination of sym bols (row -type). The im portant characteristic is
that every sym bol can hold m ore than one vibration level through the array V []
w hich is m ore evid ent in case f.
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Fig. 5-1. The seven simulated scenarios illustrating the use of the Vibration Array Language (VAL).
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Chapter 6:

Video Stabilization & Motion
Detection

Most of the electronic travel aid s (ETAs) process visual inform ation ca ptured from the surround ing space, one of the important challenges that face is
to efficiently d etect and track m otion from the surround ing environm ent and
effectively represent it to visual im paired . Thus, this challenge is d irectly related to im age/ vid eo und erstand ing research, especially to m otion analysis,
and to haptic technologies as w ell. Firstly w e start w ith the m otion analysis and
then w e proceed w ith the high -to low representation for 2D vibrations.
The d om ain of m otion analysis is related to the estim ation and recogn ition of the m ovem ent of scene objects and the ego -m otion of the im aging sensor. Several topics of this field includ e m otion segm entation, object d etection
and tracking, stereo imaging, 3-D m otion and im age and video registration.
The analysis of d ynamic scene is very popular w ith applications to surveillance, target tracking and navigation system s. In this w ork a m otion analysis
schem e is proposed as an assistive vision tool t hat can be useful for assisting
the navigation of visual im paired people [68], [69]. The m otion analysis and
segm entation approaches m ay be generally d ivid ed into the categories of i m age d ifferencing, optical flow -based m ethod s and spatiotem poral m ethod s.
The im age d ifferencing or subtraction m ethods appeared first in the literature and includ e method s such as sim ple subtraction or m ore elaborate
schem es like background registration [70]. On the other hand , the optical flow
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represents an estimate of the m otion field of a sequence of im age and its co m putation is based on the lum inance conservation constraint. The m otion se gm entation is com pleted by d etecting the optical flow d iscontinuities. Several
optical flow im plem entations have been proposed [71]. H ow ever it cannot be
reliably estim ated in the bord ers of the m oving objects and in sm oothly te xtured areas. These pitfalls have led to the introd uction of approaches that estim ate the global m otion and its spatial support sim ultaneously. Another group
of m ethods is characterized as spatiotem poral [72]. Accord ing to these, the image areas are grouped by com paring their spatial and tem poral properties.

6.1

The Methodology
The proposed schem e [73] is em ployed for d etection and segm entation

of m oving objects in the im age sequence. This is accom plished by a vid eo stabilization algorithm that is follow ed by spatiotem poral d iffusion kernel-based
m otion detection and the m oving objects are segm ented using the w atershed
algorithm .

6.1.1 The Frame Stabilization
The stabilization of fram es in a vid eo sequence is a process w hich a ttem pts to estim ate the sm all translations of the field of view d ue to uninte ntional ego-m otion of the cam era.
In our application since the cam era is part of a w earable d evice, it follow s the translational lateral m otion that is caused by the hum an gait. This step
is carried out in ord er to keep the field of view of the cam era constant in ord er
to facilitate the subsequent m otion analysis of the scene . This problem is re76

solved here, by transform ing the original im age plane to ho rizontal and vertical
projections and subsequently estim ating the m otion in these 1-D d om ains [74],
[75].

Fig. 6-1. First row: two consecutive frames in the test sequence. Second row:
vertical projections of input frames, Third row: normalized (left) and not normalized (right) correlation. Fourth row: normalized (left) and not normalized covariance. Fifth row: normalized (left) and not normalized sum of squared error
measure. Sixth row: stabilized frame using sum of squared error.
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The projections are estim ated by the Rad on transform . Assum ing a
function f(x,y) the Rad on transform is d efined in the continuous case as fo llow s:
(Eq. 6-1)
w here ρ and θ are spatial variables in the rad ial coord inates; ρ is the rad ium
and θ the angle; and δ is the Dirac function d efined in (Eq. 6-2):
(Eq. 6-2)

and

H ere are estim ated the horizontal and vertical projections and for the
d iscrete im age values

w e have:

(Eq. 6-3)
(Eq. 6-4)
The result of this process is the d ecom position of the initial 2-D signal
into tw o 1-D signal. It w as ind icated that the affine m otion can be efficiently
estim ated in the transform ed space using the principles of optical flow.
H ere the m otion vector com ponents are estim ated by m eans of statistical m easures. In our experim ents w e have used the cross-correlation, crosscovariance and sum of square d ifference. For tw o one-d im ensional signals I
and J these m easures are estim ated as follow s:
(Eq. 6-5)
(Eq. 6-6)
(Eq. 6-7)
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An exam ple of the stabilization process is d isplayed in Fig. 6-1, w here
the d isplacem ents of a w earable camera are caused by the natural bod y mov em ent. This is a case of vertical d isplacem ent. In the first row are d epicted tw o
consecutive fram es. The second row d epicts the vertical projections respectiv ely. The similarity m easures are d epicted in row s 3, 4 and 5 and com pensated
fram e in the last row. Correlation and covariance m axim um values ind icate the
d isplacem ent. The latter is also d isplayed b y the m inim um of sum of squared
errors. Correlation and Covariance are norm alized by the sum of the signal
energy (squared intensity). The Sum of Squared Error prod uces m inim a at the
bord ers d ue to the sm all intensity values (d arker regions). This can be r esolved
w hen d ivid ed by the num ber of elements to prod uce the final sim ilarity m ea sures. After several experim ents it w as conclud ed that the scaled Sum of
Squared Differences prod uces better results.

6.1.2 Estimation of Motion Activity
A spatiotem poral anisotrop ic d iffusion m ethod is first applied that uses
the inform ation of the current, previous and next fram es in the sequence. This
m ethod is based on the anisotropic diffusion theory [76] by inserting a tem poral variable in the anisotropic d iffusion equation. A pixel m otion activity m ea sure is also introd uced by estim ating the accum ulation of d iffusion at the sp atially and tem porally hom ogeneous areas. In add ition to that a kernel density
estim ation approach is proposed to ad d ress the presence of outliers and d i sconnected areas, and prod uce m ore robust m otion d etection results.
6.1.2.1 Perona’s anisotropic diffusion
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Perona has proposed an anisotropic d iffusion filtering for scalar im ages
that avoids blurring and localization problem s of the linear d iffusion filtering.
They applied an inhomogeneous process that red uces the d iffusivity at those
locations, w hich have a larger likelihood to be ed ges. This likelihood is e xpressed by the squared grad ient. The proposed filter is based on the follow ing
PDE equation:
(Eq. 6-8)
w here

is the tem poral grad ient operator,

the am ount of d iffusion that is called diffusivity,

is a function that d eterm ines
is the grad ient operator and

I is the image intensity.
In this w ork an im plementation that uses finite d ifferences, originally
proposed in [76], w as adopted and extend ed for the case of color im ages using
the Euclid ean vector d istance to estim ate the spatial and tem poral grad ients. In
ad d ition, the fraction type d iffusivity function w as em ployed, w hich is m ore
suitable for region -oriented applications:

(Eq. 6-9)
w here K d enotes the cond uctance param eter for w hich a value from 4.5 to 5 is
regularly selected for the purpose of segm entation. Equation (Eq. 6-8) can be
equivalently w ritten as:
(Eq. 6-10)
w here Δ is the Laplacian operator and c(x,y,s) is a constant. The d iscretization of
this equation lead s to the follow ing PDE for the proof of 2-D case [73]:
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(Eq. 6-11)
(Eq. 6-12)
H ere N , S, E, W d enote the d ifference betw een the central pixel and its
north, south, east and w est nearest neighbor respectively. Furtherm ore c(k)
equals to the value of the d iffusivity function for each direction.
6.1.2.2 Estimation of pixel motion activity using spatiotemporal diffusion
In this section is explained the reasoning behind the proposed m otion
activity m easure. This measure is based on the fact that after the spatiotem poral d iffusion process the background areas are d iffused m ore than the m oving
areas.
The m ain id ea for the spatiotem poral non-linear filter is to extend the
non-linear d iffusion equation using the ad d itional variable of tim e. The PDE
equation now becom es:
(Eq. 6-13)

This equation seem s to be a straightforw ard extension of (Eq. 6-11) except for the notations PF and N F that sym bolize the d ifference betw een the central pixel and the previous and next fram e nearest neighbors respectively. Ot her d ifferences are the param eters λ s and λ t w hich control the am ount of spatial
and tem poral d iffusion respectively. In this application it w as experim entally
found that the tem poral d iffusion m ust be significantly bigger than the spatial
for m otion diffusion.
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Let now s1 be the initial scale and s2 the final scale of spatiotem poral diffusion of a fram e I. The scale

is generated as follow s:

(Eq. 6-14)
Sim ilarly to (Eq. 6-14), for

w e have:

(Eq. 6-15)

By substituting (Eq. 6-14) into (Eq. 6-15) w e prod uce:
(Eq. 6-16)
The final d iffusion betw een the first scale

and final scale

is calcu-

lated as:
(Eq. 6-17)
(Eq. 6-18)
The quantity

expresses the am ount of total diffusion for each

pixel of the im age. This quantity becomes higher for spatio -tem porally hom ogeneous areas. This observation lead s to the introd uction of a m easure of the
pixel-w ise m otion activity as:
(Eq. 6-19)
Accord ing to our previous analysis, bigger values of this measure d enote higher m otion activity areas.
6.1.2.3 Parzen kernel density estimation
The previous process prod uces a pixel m ap of the m otion activity. The
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pixels w ith higher values d enote the m oving areas. H ow ever this process is
subject to several tem poral variations that d o not correspond to m otion.
In this w ork this pitfall is resolved by m eans of non -param etric d ensity
estim ation using Parzen kernels [77]. The em ployed feature space includ es the
horizontal and vertical spatial coord inates and the m otion activity values. A ccord ing to our assum ption the areas of higher probability d ensity correspond
to the m oving objects.
The Parzen d ensity estim ation belongs to the non -param etric d ensity
m ethod s i.e. m ethod s that d o not im pose any initial assum ptions about the
shape of the probability d ensity functions. Its operation is based on placing at
each observation sam ple a probability m ass and prod ucing a potential accor d ing to a Gaussian kernel. The contributions of all the sam ple points are ave raged to estim ate the d ensity value at every point of the im age. This process i s
know n in the literature as non -parametric d ensity estim ation using Parzen kernels. The d ensity value fh(x) prod uced by the N sam ple vectors x i in position x,
is com puted as follow s:
(Eq. 6-20)
w here h is the band w id th, K(.) is the kernel function and p is the kernel ord er. A
com m on choice is the multivariate Gaussian kernel of ord er 2:
(Eq. 6-21)
Band w id th h d eterm ines the kernel‟s d ecrease rate w ith d istance and it
turns out that the choice of h is m uch m ore im portant for the quality of the es83

tim ate than the choice of K. The practical consequences of band w id th selection
are obvious. If h has a big value the estim ate w ill be too sm ooth and m ight not
reveal structural features like an existing bim odality. If it is too sm all the estim ate fh(x) w ill suffer from statistical variability. In our experim ents the h p aram eter w as set to 20 (Fig. 6-2).

Fig. 6-2. The estimated density of motion activity map using Parzen kernels.
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6.1.3 The motion segmentation
The outcom e of the previous process is a probability d ensity m ap that
d enotes the areas of high activity. The next step is to apply spatiotem poral
segm entation to d etect the m oving regions.
Based on the observation that the probability map form s a topographic
relief that consists of peaks and valleys, it w as conclud ed that a w atershed based approach is considered here. The w atershed algorithm segm ents a gray scale or color im age into d ifferent regions by interpreting the im age as a top ographic relief. This analysis has em erged from m athem atical m orphology and
w as im plem ented by a series of pure m athem atical m orphology operators in its
early versions. Several im plem entations have appeared since then, such as iterative, sequential, arrow ing, flow line oriented and flood ing approaches. A
flood ing im plem entation is em ployed here sim ilar to [68].
This operation can be d ivid ed into tw o stages: m inim a piercing and
flood ing. More specifically in the first stage the regional m inim a of the top ographic surface of the im age grad ient m agnitud e are pierced and the w ater
flood s through them . The w ater progressively flood s the catchm ent basins and
correspond ing barrages are built up at the points w here w ater from ad jacent
m inima w ould be m ixed. This process is term inated w hen the w hole surface is
flood ed and the barrages that w ere form ed throughout this process correspond
to the w atershed lines.
Accord ing to the previous paragraphs the “center” of a m oving area is
represented by the m axim um of probability d ensity. In ord er to facilitate the
w atershed flood ing process the probability d ensity values are first inverted .
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The low est m inima are subsequently selected and flood ed to form the moving
areas.

6.2

Simple experimental results
Fig. 6-3 show s the results of the m otion d etection m ethod ology. The

three ind oor exam ples are possible navigation exam ples. The segm ented regions that correspond to the m oving people are d etected successfully. They d o
not have very fine d etail but for the application in a w earable navigation device
the accuracy and robustness is good since, explained in the next chapter, the
m oving areas are areas of interest and the m od ified pyramid al resolution r ed uction algorithms are sensitive in keeping areas of interest as the high resol ution of the cam eras is red uced to m atch the low resolution of the vibration a rray.
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Fig. 6-3. Three real indoor navigation scenarios. For every scenario a, b and c
are the 3 consecutive frames used by the methodology. In d, white areas are
the detected pixels that correspond to moving area.
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Chapter 7:

7.1

High-to-Low Resolution
Representations

The Resolution of the Vibration Array
The cam eras used in the current Tyflos prototype can capture im ages of

640×480 pixels. In ord er to red uce the com putational cost w e capture in
352×264. On the other hand, the resolution of a vibration array und ergoes
m any restrictions. H ardw are restrictions are: vibrator m otors‟ d im ensions (not
less than 1cm , w hich is the case); pow er consum ption and electronics that are
necessary to d rive the vibrators. Ad ditional restrictions com e from the perception of tactile stim uli w hich claim that, on the torso, a distance of m inim um 1 to
1.5 cm is necessary for the d istinction of tw o tactile stim ulations. Taking all the
above into account w e d ecid ed that the maximum resolution of the vib ration
array can be 32×32. Our current prototype vibration array is consisted of 4×4
vibrator m otors. The d ecision for this resolution w as m ade in ord er to save on
pow er consum ption and on the bulkiness of the electronics that accom pany the
array. Furtherm ore, the cognitive load for the user is less and m akes us believe
that a 4×4 w ill be a viable solution. The feedback d uring the experim ental
phase w ill d irect us for any changes.

7.2

Navigation Issues
During orientation and navigation, the visual environm ental inform a-

tion that is norm ally perceived by the eyes is very com plex. The perception of
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all this inform ation w ithout the use of sight is very d ifficult, so a categorization
of the visual inform ation is necessary.
Accord ing to Welsch and Balsch [4], “obstacle is defined as an architectural
or environmental obstruction in the path travel than can be detected and negotiated
with standard long can techniques” and travel hazard w hen it cann ot. Travel hazard s includ e: public telephone booths, guy w ires, w all fixtures (e.g. w all
m ounted ashtrays or fountains), stairs or escalators (e.g. w alking und er stairs),
planters and shrubbery, street signs, d isplay w ind ow s etc. Below there is a list
of com m on objects/ obstacles, or m ore generally, form ations that appear during
navigation:
a. People
b. Furniture e.g. chair, table
c. Drop offs: stairs
d . Over hanging obstacles e.g. signs, tree branches, phone booths
e. Reclining obstacles: guy w ires
f.

Open paths: open d oor, corrid or

For our case, w e assum e that d uring navigation there are four basic
elem ents that can appear on the scene:
Obstacle (o): the user need s to avoid for safe navigation.
Object (b): the user m ay or m ay not have interest to retrieve.
Corridor (c): inform s the user about an open path that can be follow ed
to safely continue his/ her navigation [82].
Background (B): all other elem ents, not im portant d uring navigation.
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The d istinction of w hether an elem ent is an obstacle or object d epends
on the context, the user ‟s preference and functionality of the system . For exa m ple, a system has a face recognition functionality expects from the user to d efine if a person w ill be consid ered as an obstacle or an object; in a navigation
m od e, the person w ould be probably be consid ers as a obstacle w hile in a
people recognition m ode, as an object. Generally, the user w ants to avoid obstacles and be aw are of objects and corrid ors that m ay be useful for during
his/ her navigation. Thus an im age

can be consid ered as a set of these ele-

m ents creating a navigation -based , m athem atical d efinition.
(Eq. 7-1)
or as a union:
(Eq. 7-2)
w here

and

is the set of natural num bers.

Every elem ent can be defined using specific characteristics (the background ‟s characteristics are not im portant at this point):
For the obstacle:
For the objects:
For the corrid or:
w here is the location on the 2D im age,
size,

is the shape and

is the d istance from the user,

is the

is the w id th. The X is an open spot for the future

d eclaration of a characteristic. They can be flags that categorize and/ or give
m ore or less im portant of an object. Ad d itionally they can be user defined. For
exam ple, a flag can characterize an object as a person. The person can be id enti90

fied and depend ing on the user ‟s setting a high or low im portance can be given
(low im portance for a stranger, high im portance for a fam iliar person).

7.3

Standard high-to-low algorithms
In ord er to red uce the resolution of the captured fram es, w e w ill be u s-

ing 4 stand ard high-to-low resolution algorithms [56], [57], [78] w ith emphasis
on the pyram id al red uction algorithm s because this is w here the special rules
w ill be applied :
Bi-linear interpolation
N earest neighbor interpolation
Gaussian pyramid
Pyramidal reduction (2×2 and 3×3 kernel)

Fig. 7-1. Pyramidal reduction using a 2×2 kernel. Every 2×2 pixels kernel is
reduced to 1 pixel as shown.

Bi-linear interpolation is inverse linear interpolation in 2 d im ensions.
In the nearest neighbor interpolation the new pixel is d efined by the nearest
pixel value [57]. In Gaussian pyramid the image is first convolved w ith a 5×5
Gaussian filter and the dow nsam pled by rejecting even colum ns and row s. Pyramidal reduction is a basic high -to-low resolution algorithm for inform ation
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red uction. Recursively, k×k pixels (kernel) from the initial m atrix/ image are
m apped to 1 in the new m atrix using a specific function (maxim um , average,
etc). In Fig. 7-1 there is an exam ple w here 16×16 im age gets to 4×4 in 2 iter ations, using a 2×2 kernel.
The im plem entation and experim entation of these algorithms w as d one
using C/ C++ program m ing language and the Intel‟s open source com puter
vision library (OpenCV) [56], [57].

7.4

Criteria of interest
At this point w e use a set of criteria of im portance in ord er to “guid e”

the high-to-low red uction in a w ay that im portant pieces of visual inform ation
w ill “survive” at a reasonable level, so that, the blind user can better und e rstand the 3D surround ings via the vibrating sensations. The criteria are chosen
to serve navigation purposes:
C1: D istances of objects from the user.
C2: Objects of certain interest d uring navigation (e.g. people, chair)
C3: Open navigation path
C4: Moving objects
The d isad vantage of the stand ard low resolution m ethod ologies is that
they d o not take into account any navigational issues and criteria of interest i.e.
obstacles, objects of interest, open/ safe navigation paths, m otion. Pyram id al
red uction is convenient for m aking m od ifications. In our experim ent, tw o high to-low representations are im plem ented . The first w ill be called 3D represent ation and the second , visual representation.
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7.5

Visual representation
The im age captured by the tw o cam eras is the so called fused-image (Fig.

7-2a). The image-of-interests (Fig. 7-2b) is an im age that its pixels correspond one
by one w ith the fused -im age. A w hite pixel in the interests-pixel ind icates that
the corresponding pixel in fused -im age is of-interest i.e. belongs to an object of
interest (e.g. fam iliar person, a Braille sign, any obstacle, m oving objects etc).
The black pixel correspond s to pixel w ithout interest.

Fig. 7-2. Figure 7-2. a) Fused 256×256 image, presenting a low height close
distance obstacle on the left and a walking person in medium distance on the
right and b) Image-of-interests representing 2 areas of interest with white color
(obstacle and person).

7.5.2 Without criteria
The m ain goal of this paragraph is that the user has to go for collision
w ith the objects of interest. In this section w e use The 5 algorithms m entioned
before and red uce the resolution of the fused image and the im age of interests
to 32×32 (Fig. 7-4). The im age of interests is complem entary to see the behavior
of the interest regions (w ithout criteria). From the results in Fig. 7-4, w e see that
the bi-linear and nearest neighbor interpolations presents better visual ou tcom es.
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7.5.3 With criteria
The m ain id ea behind the im age red uction w ith criteria of interest is
that the user has to go for a collision path tow ard s the objects of interest, such
as a person, a chair, a table, etc. Thus, it is im portant if w e have a m ethodology
to red uce the im age inform ation by m aintaining as m uch as possible inform ation related to regions of special interest. Thus, an obstacle in a close distance is
an object of special interest (criterion C2); also a w alk ing person is a moving
object (C4). In case that C2 and / or C4 are true, w e perform a pyram id al red u ction (2×2 and 3×3 kernel) using the follow ing rule:
Rule: “If there is at least one pixel of interest out of the 4 then the next level will be set
as “of interest” (Fig. 7-3).
The fused image pixel w ill be the average of the pixels of the corre spond ing fused pixels. e.g. if only interests pixels (0,0) and (0,1) are of interest
then, the next level interest pixel w ill be “of interest” and the new level fused
pixel w ill be the average of the fused pixels (0,0) and (0,1). (N ote: if no pixel of
interest is found then the next level pixel of interest w ill be “of no intere st” and
the next level fused pixel w ill be as the average of all the 4.” The processing
steps are:
Initially w e take the high fused im ages.
Then w e apply the rule on set of pixels taking into account the im po rtance of each pixel in ord er to “save” im portan t pieces of inform ation
d uring the red uction from the higher level to the next low er one.
The results from these steps are p resented in figure 7-4 using the pyram id al red uction algorithm s. The use of the pyram id al red uction has nothing to
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d o w ith the perform ance of the algorithm for its selection at the end , but only
to show how inform ation is red uced by using criteria of interest.

Fig. 7-3. Example of classical and modified pyramidal reductions from an 8×8
to a 4×4 resolution for visual representation. Four pixels correspond to one
pixel in the lower pyramidal level (shown with the same border color); notice
that the upper left object of interest (white) is preserved when using the modified pyramid.
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Fig. 7-4. The low resolution results from the images using (a) linear interpolation, (b) nearest neighbor interpolation, (c) Gaussian pyramid, (d) pyramidal
reduction 2×2, (e) pyramidal reduction 3×3.
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Fig. 7-5. Results for images using criteria of type C2/C4. (a) pyramidal reduction 2×2 (b) pyramidal reduction 3×3.

7.6

3D representation
The stereo vision system that accom panies the Tyflos prototype is cap a-

ble of prod ucing d epth m aps. The d epth m aps are then sim plified to only 4 d istance ranges that they correspond to the 4 vibration levels [24] as show n in Table 5-1. The final d epth m ap w ill be called image-of-distances and it is a 4 –tone
grayscale im age. The correspond ence betw een vibration levels/ frequencies on
the VA, d istances, and color on the image-of-distances is show n in Table 5-1. In
Fig. 7-6b each segm ented region of the initial fused im age (Fig. 7-6a) correspond s to its ow n d istance in the 3D navigation space.
In Fig. 7-6a w e show the 256×256 im age of d istances captured by the
cam eras. We can see from that the left object is in a close d istance and the pe rson in a m ed ium d istance. It‟s w orth noticing that w e also have the near part of
the ground recognized as an object in a long d istance.
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7.6.1 Without criteria
The five previous m entioned algorithm s are a pplied to the im age of distances to get the 32×32 resolution for the im age (Fig. 7-7).

Fig. 7-6. a) Fused image and b) Image of distances.

Fig. 7-7. 3D Low resolution results for images of distances: (a) linear interpolation, (b) nearest neighbor interpolation, (c) Gaussian pyramid, (d) pyramidal
reduction 2×2, (e) pyramidal reduction 3×3.
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A quick observation is that the classical pyram id s (d ) and (e) offer better
results by show in g m ore inform ation about the objects of interest.

7.6.2 Geometric characteristics of the system
In ord er to d erive the criteria to our high -to-low representation, w e
need to stud y the geometry of a cam era-based navigation system such as Tyflos.

a.

b.
Fig. 7-8. Horizontal navigation space representation (C is the user/camaeras),
a) different distance ranges (0,1.5m), (1.5m to 2.5m), (2.5m to 4m) and (over
4.0m) with direct correspondence to Table 3-2, b) detail of the geometry for
calculating the critical path width.

7.6.2.2 Open path issue
Fig. 7-8a presents the horizontal navigation space w here C is the pos ition of the cam eras (i.e. the user). The different grayscale levels represent the
d ifferent distance ranges as d efined in Table 3-2.
Assum e that the cam era has a view angle of φ h d egrees, G and H are
tw o obstacles d efining an open path w and AB is the horizontal d im ension of
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the im age plane (Fig. 7-8b). We know that the projected w id th w on the AB w ill
alw ays be sm aller or equal to w ‟ w hile for sm all view angles the d ifference is
sm aller. Thus, w ithout loosing a lot in accuracy w e assum e that the w id th of
the path w ill be w. We can und erline that the fact that calculated path is usually
sm aller than the actual, m akes the calculation safer for navigation.
The d istance range w here the closest obstacle (G or H ) is, d efines the active d istance

. For exam ple if obstacle G is in distance range (0 to 1.5m) and

G in (1.5m to 2.5m ) then the active d istance w ould be 0.75m w hich is the m id d le of the (0 to 1.5m ) range. Th e m axim um w id th that the cam eras can captu re
at the active d istance is AB and w ill be called Field Of View w id th,

:

(Eq. 7-3)
If the horizontal resolution of the im age is

,

num ber of pixels. Thus, the path w id th w w ill correspond to

correspond s to
. If

is

the minim um / critical w id th that a path should be to be consid ered as open
path, then it w ill correspond to

num ber of pixels:

(Eq. 7-4)
and by substituting (Eq. 7-4)
(Eq. 7-5)

The cam eras capture images w ith 4:3 aspect ratio (352×264 pixels) and
the pyram id al red uctions w ork w ith square 1:1 im ages, 256×256 pixels (Error!
eference source not found.), so w e need to calculate the active view angle.
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(Eq. 7-6)

w here w 4:3, φ4:3 and w1:1, φ1:1 are the FOV w id ths and view angle for different
aspect ratios.

Fig. 7-9. Crop factor of the captured images. The black frame is the cameras’
4:3 and the red is the square 1:1 needed for the pyramidal reductions. The result is a smaller horizontal view angle (the vertical view angle is not affected
significantly).

If w e d efine crop factor:
(Eq. 7-7)
w e can com e up w ith a final form ula that can calculates the critical w idth in
pixels for the d ifferent active d istances (i.e. 0.75m, 2m or 3.25m ) and for the d ifferent im age resolutions (i.e. d ifferent py ramid al levels). Substituting (Eq. 7-6)
in (Eq. 7-5) w e have:
(Eq. 7-8)
The cam eras currently used for the prototype have horizontal view angle of 31° and the crop factor w ill be

. We d ecid e that the w id th

for a safe navigation path should be at least 0.5m , w id e enough for a person to
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pass through.
7.6.2.3 The “ground” issue
One of the im portant tasks d uring navigation is to find the open navig ation paths. These, are paths/ directions in the 3D space that the user (visually
im paired ) can navigate safely. In the im age of d istances w e noticed that the
floor is represented as an object and , if w e translate d istances into vibration this
w ould be translated as vibrations. This is som ething unw anted because the
floor it is not an object and if w e get vibrations in all the horizontal d im ension
pixels, the user w ould have the im pression that there are no open paths.
If the cam era is m ounted at height
, w here

above the ground ,

is the d istance from the ground (Fig. 7-10), w e have:

(Eq. 7-9)

Fig. 7-10. Vertical navigation space representation.

For a person of height

and

w e have

In

other w ord s, the low er pixels are possible to give us close distances but not
very close.
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7.6.3 With geometric criteria
Tw o criteria of type C1 (d istance related ) can be d erived from the open
path and the “ground ” issue and they are applied in every level of t he classical
pyram id al red uctions. We replace the pixels (distances) of every “open” co lum n w ith distances >2m (long d istance or no obstacle), see Fig. 7-11a and Fig.
7-11b. For every set of consecutive “open colum ns”, w e replace their pixels
w ith “no obstacle” only if their total w id th is greater or equal to the critical
open path w idth for that resolution, see Fig. 7-12c and Fig. 7-12d .
The results, as far as the obstacles, are id entical but there is a d ifference
in the open paths represented . The sm all path on the left of the left obstacle is
not consid ered as free w hen using the critical open path w id th criterion; it is
very narrow to allow navigation. On the other hand the open path betw een the
left obstacle and th e stand ing person; it is w id e enough so it is cleared , given as
open path.

Fig. 7-11. Example of classical and modified pyramidal reductions from an 8×8
to a 4×4 resolution for 3D representation. Four pixels correspond to one pixel
in the lower pyramidal level (shown with the same border color); notice that the
classical pyramid doesn’t keep important information for proximity objects
(more white) or open paths (black).
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Fig. 7-12. 3D Low resolution results: a) criterion 1, pyramidal reduction 2×2, b)
criterion 1, pyramidal reduction 3×3, c) criterion 2, pyramidal reduction 2×2, d)
criterion 2, pyramidal reduction 3×3.

7.7

Information modeling
Stud ying the inform ation that an im age carries can help us und erstand

if there is a w ay to extract and preserve, as m uch as possible, im po rtant navigation inform ation (obstacles, objects, corrid ors) w hen its resolution has to be r ed uced .

7.7.1 Information measures
Im age d ata can be classified using d ifferent features such as spectral,
textural or contextual. Thirteen basic textural measures are proposed [85] and
they are calculated in the spatial d om ain using im age‟s statistical parameters.
The id ea behind that is that the inform ation is contained in the average spatial
relationship that the pixel‟s intensities have w ith each other. For this d iscu ssion, three m easures w ill be used :
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Textural Entropy:
(Eq. 7-10)
Textural Correlation:

(Eq. 7-11)
Angular Second Mom ent:
(Eq. 7-12)
w here
trix,

is the

th elem ent of the norm alized spatial-d epend ence m a-

is the num ber of grayscale levels and

are the m eans and

stand ard d eviations of the m arginal-probability matrices [85].
EN T is id entical to the classical d efinition of the entropy in inform ation
theory [84] and it is a m easure of the im ages compressibility. COR is a m easure
of color (in our case, grayscale) linear-d epend encies and ASM is a m easure of
hom ogeneity in the im age. All the three m easures are calculated from the so
called spatial d epend ency m atrix of the im age w hich can be com puted for d ifferent “inter-pixel” orientations (0, 45, 90 and 135°).

7.7.2 Experiment
Four test scenarios from an ind oor navigation environm ent are stud ied .
Every scenario has a fused im age, an im age-of-d istances and an image-ofinterest (Fig. 7-13). They includ e d ifferent objects that can appear on the scene
such as obstacles (e.g. chair or trash can in scenarios 0 and 1), objects (e.g. pe rsons) and possible corridors.
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Fig. 7-13. The 4 test navigation scenarios: fused-image, image-of-distances
(darker gray-level corresponds to larger distance from the user) and image-ofinterests (white pixels belong to regions of interest).

In the first processing step w e obtain the d epth m ap of the scene using
the tw o cameras stereo vision system of the Tyflos system . In the second step,
w e select the objects that appear in less than a d esirable d istance from the ca m era, and w e assign d istances to the objects that correspond to the four vibration
levels. In the third step w e select m oving objects that appear the background .
In the fourth step, using object recognition m ethod ologies, w e d etermine and
separate objects of interest from obstacles in the 3D scene.
The three m easures w ere com puted for every test im age follow ing for
every pyram id level, and for d ifferent orientations. Scenario 0 and 2 for the d i fferent pyramid al levels are show n in Fig. 7-14 and Fig. 7-15. The results follow
the sam e patterns for every m easure and som e representative are presented in
Fig. 7-16, Fig. 7-17 and Fig. 7-18.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

256×256

128×128

64×64

32×32

16×16

8×8

4×4

Fig. 7-14. 3D representation and pyramidal levels for scenario 0: a) standard
pyramid, b) modified pyramid with criterion 1 and c) modified pyramid with criterion 2.
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(a)

(b)

256×256

128×128

64×64

32×32

16×16

8×8

4×4

Fig. 7-15. Scenario 2 for different resolutions for the 2 methodologies (a) and
(b) for the fused and the image-of-interests. We notice that the modified pyramid (b) emphasizes more on the regions of interest (white).
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7.7.3 Discussion
Before getting into m ore d etailed d iscussion, it is im portant to elaborate
about the relation of com plexity and inform ation. Com plexity is a m easure of
how heterogeneous/ non -uniform the im age is or in other w ord s how m uch
inform ation the im age carries. It is w ell know n that the im portance of pieces of
inform ation is subjective and relevant to the application. Thus, d epend ing on
the application, som e pieces of inform ation is useful a nd some not and since
usually the non-useful inform ation is called noise, from now on, w hen w e m ention inform ation w e m ean “useful inform ation”.
Textural entropy (EN T) is a m easure of the im age‟s com plexity com pressibility.
The fused im age is a highly com p lex im age (m any regions, m any grayscale values etc) and so the red uction of the resolution red uces the EN T
of the im age.
On the other hand , the red uction of the resolution increases the EN T not
because the com plexity is increased but because the inform atio n that
the image carries is d enser. The reason for that is that the im age -ofd istances and the im age-of-interests are m ore sim ple im ages since they
are outcom es of processing of the fused im age. The regions of interest
such as obstacles, objects, corrid ors retain their basic characteristics as
the resolution is red uced and thus the increasing the d esirable inform ation d ensity in the red uced im age.
Textural correlation (COR) follow s the sam e patterns as the textural e ntropy w ith the only d ifference that the angle here d oesn‟t affect the results. An109

gular second m om ent (ASM) is a m easure of hom ogeneity (entropy is a m ea sure of heterogeneity) and this explains the reversed results:
ASM for the fused im ages is increased as resolution is d ecreased .
ASM for im age-of-d istances and im age-of-d istances is d ecreased as the
resolution is d ecreased .
The above results show that the d ifferent entropy m easures are capable
of giving a quick, real-time and accurate indication about the complexity and
the information of the image. They are ind ication of the d ifferent environm ental situation that the user can face e.g. a com plex im age w ith few inform ation
can possible be an un -safe environm ent for the user to navigate. Consequently,
the user or the system can d ecid e for the next step, w hich can be either a halt of
the system or a use of m ore ad vanced com puter vision m ethod ologies for a
m ore d etailed (but also com putationally expensive) interpretation of the env ironm ent. Ad d itionally, in all the cases the m odified m ethod ologies return im ages w ith low er or at least equal com plexity as the stand ard m ethod ology. This
m eans that the im ages are less com plex but still carrying the sam e am ount of
im portant inform ation. N ote here that the d ifference in scale d oesn‟t affect
those qualitative results.
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Fig. 7-16. Textural Entropy for scenario 1 at 45° orientation (left to right: fusedimage, image-of-distances, image-of-interests). The blue lines represent the
classical approach (a) and (c) and the red and green the modified methodologies (b), (d) and (e).
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Fig. 7-17. Textural Correlation for scenario 0 at 90° orientation (left to right:
fused-image, image-of-distances, image-of-interests).
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Fig. 7-18. Angular Second Moment for scenario 3 at 135° orientation (left to
right: fused-image, image-of-distances, image-of-interests)
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Chapter 8:

Tactile Vocabulary and
Testing

While haptic interfaces have been troubling scientists from d ifferent
field s since the 1960s [41], to our know led ge, the exploitation of such tactile interface for representing the 3D environm ent for m obility purposes has not been
perform ed . In this final chapter the prototype is tested on sighted and visually
im paired users w hile a special em phasis w ill be given to the w ork tow ard s the
creation of a tactile vocabulary. The statistical experim ental results and the
feed back from the users w ill be used to evaluate the softw are and hardw are
com ponents of the prototype and open p ossible avenues for future changes
and enhancem ents.
The 16 vibrating elements are capable of prod ucing 2 16=65,536 vibration
patterns; w ord s, in term s of the Vibration Array Language (VAL). Experim ental
results in haptic d evices show that the users need to som e extent to learn those
patterns, thus the large num ber of pattern w ould correspond to an und esirable
heavy cognitive load .
We w ork tow ard s the selection of a set of patterns that w ill constitute
the 2D tactile vocabulary, a set that the user w ill be a ble to learn and d istinguish betw een them w ith. In a m ore form al w ay, w e try to create the dictionary
of the VAL; w hat are the com binations of sym bols that create “valid ” w ord s.
This set w ill be selected using criteria based on d ifferent possible navigatio n
scenarios, safe navigation and sim plicity and using tw o rule-generation ap114

proaches: the vertical and the horizontal. A pattern vibrotactile recognition
w ork has been d one also by Jones et. Al [90] but the patterns w ere sim ple and
they had the form of d irectional or instructional cues. Directional cues is the
m ost often use of tactile interfaces such as Van Erp‟s tactile navigation d isplay
[55]. Finally, in ord er to m atch the generated patterns w ith one from the tactile
vocabulary, w e propose a pattern matching method ology using a m od ified
Euclid ean d issim ilarity m easure.

8.1

Experimental design
A series of experim ents w ere perform ed and d escribed in the next se c-

tions for testing the user ‟s ability to recognize sym bols and patterns on the 2n
prototype‟s 4×4 vibration array. For the first set of experim ents d escribed in 8.2,
10 sighted subjects (6 m ale, 4 fem ale) volunteered w ith their ages varying from
14 to 60 and they have never been trained w ith or used the 2D vibration array
or other tactile feed back d evices. They w ere asked to w ear the vest and w e
m ad e sure that all the vibrating m otors are in contact w ith their bod y.
For the second set d escribed in 8.5, Tw o congenitally visually im paired
stud ents participated : the first subject w as a 25 years old m ale, totally blind and
the second w as a 23 years old fem ale w ith severe visual im pairm ent. This first
attem pt, d espite the only tw o subjects w ill give us a first insight on w hether
there are any m ajor d ifferences betw een sighted and visually im paired users.
We are m ostly interested in d em onstrating that the users are able to
perceive the basic structures of the 3D environment via the vibration array and
the tactile vocabulary (as d escribed later). The proof-of-concept goal m akes us
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follow ed the repeated m easu res d esign w ith straightforw ard strong m anipulations [91], [92]
For every participant w e set the stage of the experim ent by explaining
w hy the experim ent w as being cond ucted and run a trial run of the d ifferent
experim ental phases to see if the participant und erstood the instructions or had
any questions. The instructions w ere given m ostly verbally to avoid exper im ental bias betw een the sighted and visually im paired .
During the experim ent the subjects w ere stand ing so that the vest is
m aking proper contact w ith their bod y and w e tried to m inim ize our intera ction w ith the subject for not d istracting him / her. Ad d itionally a few rest p eriod s w ere ad d ed betw een the d ifferent experimental phases. Finally, a debrie fing of the experim ent let the participants talk about their experience, provid ing
im portant feed back.

8.2

Testing on sighted users

8.2.1 Testing vibration levels
The vibration array has the ability to represent the 3D navigational
space. The 3rd d im ension, w hich is the d istance of the subjects from the user, is
represented w ith the d ifferent vibration levels of the m otors. The corr espond ence of the vibration levels to vibration frequencies and d istance is show n in
Tables 1 and 2.
8.2.1.1 Experimental results (vibration levels)
An experim ent w as perform ed to validate the user ‟s capability to re cognize the d ifferent vibration frequencies. Three elem ents w ere rand om ly se116

lected and rand om vibration levels w ere sent to them for every trial. The su bjects w ere asked to id entify the vibration level for each elem ent (vibration level
0 w as exclud ed d ue to its sim plicity).

Fig. 8-1. Vibration levels/frequencies Identification accuracy (sighted users).

Fig. 8-1 presents the id entification accuracy for the 3 vibration levels.
We notice that for levels 1 and 3, m ost of the subjects respond ed in a good
m anner show ing id entification accuracy over 60% and m any tim es over 7580%. The subjects had d ifficulties id entifying level 2. There are tw o possible
explanations for that. The first is that the frequencies 1 and 2 are relat ively close
(1H z and 2H z correspond ingly), com pared to frequency 3 (10H z) and this w as
m entioned by the subjects d uring the experim ent.
The second explanation is that that none of the users w as trained w ith
the vibration array. Stud ies show that training of the users is a very crucial part
d uring the d evelopm ent of an assistive d evice such as Tyflos and w e strongly
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believe that the users trained w ith the system w ill d ram atically increase their
perform ance.

8.2.2 Testing symbols (vertical rules)
During navigation the m ost im portant inform ation is w hether there is
an open path to navigate and this correspond s to a specific d irection (xcoord inates) but the m ajor ad vantage of the tw o-d im ensional array, compared
to the one-dim ensional, is that it can inform the user a bout how high or low an
object is (y-coord inate). Thus, if the path is not open then the user can be inform ed for the position of the obstacle in the y -coord inates. We argue here that
this inform ation d oesn‟t have to be very d etailed . Thus, som e rules can be set to
red uce the num ber of patterns that can appear in the vertical dim ension (y).
Table 8-1. The 6 vibration symbols (activated vibrating motors are filled with
black).

S0 : A

S1: B

S2 : C

S3 : D

S4 : E

S5 : F

Table 8-2. The four different positions that the symbols can appear on the 4×4
VA.

a: left

b: left center

c: right center
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d: right

We select 6 types of VAL colum n -type sym bols show n in Table 8-1. They
can appear in four d ifferent positions on the array (Table 8-2) thus, the possible
navigation patterns are 64=1296.
8.2.2.2 Experiments (symbols)
We experim ent w ith the users‟ ability to recognize the d ifferent vertical
sym bols in d ifferent positions.
Position recognition experim ents
For the first set of experim ents (#1 to #5) vertical sym bol S1-S5 is sent to
the VA in rand om position (a, b, c or d). For exam ple, as w e can see in table 3,
for experim ent #3, vibration patterns 09, 10, 11 and 12 are selected and they correspond to symbol S3 in all possible positions. The user w as asked to identify
the correct position by nam ing it (a, b, c or d ) and as soon as he/ she id entified
it, a new rand om pattern (out of the 4) w as sent. One hund red m easur em ents/ trials w ere perform ed for each experim ent.
Table 8-3. Experiment #1 to #5 for position identification accuracy for the different symbols (B, C, D, E, F)
Position accuracy [%] for different patterns
subject

B

C

D

E

F

#1

99.0

100.0

98.0

100.0

100.0

#2

99.0

100.0

100.0

99.0

100.0

#3

99.0

99.0

97.0

98.0

98.0

#4

97.0

100.0

98.0

85.0

98.0

#5

100.0

100.0

98.0

100.0

99.0

#6

96.0

100.0

98.0

98.0

100.0

#7

99.0

99.0

97.0

97.0

99.0

#8

96.0

100.0

99.0

92.0

95.0

#9

99.0

97.0

96.0

100.0

96.0

#10

100.0

100.0

98.0

94.0

99.0
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Sym bol and sym bol/ position recognition experim ents
In experim ent #6, a random vertical symbol (S0 to S5) is sent to position
“a” and the user w as asked to id entify the correct sym bol. In the final exper im ent #7, the user w as sent a rand om symbol in a rand om position and the user
w as asked to id entify the correct sym bol and the correct position. 300 m easurem ents/ trials w ere taken for each experim ent.
Table 8-4. Experiment #6: symbol identification accuracy

Symbol identification accuracy [%] for the ten subjects
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9 #10
95.0 92.0 79.3 77.3 83.3 88.0 89.3 66.7 82.7 90.7

Fig. 8-2. Experiment #7: User’s accuracy in identifying the correct position of a
random symbol (sighted users).
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Fig. 8-3. Experiment #7 (sighted users): Users’ accuracy in identifying the different symbols in random positions.

8.2.2.3 Results – Discussion (vertical rules)
Table 8-3 show s that users had at least 92% accuracy in identifying the
position/direction of a predefined symbol. On the contrary in experiment 7,
w ere the sym bol w as rand om , those percentages are consid erably sm aller (Fig.
8-2). Possible explanations for this difference are:
The users d id n‟t only have to id entify the patterns and / or positions of
sym bols but they also had to say correspond ing letter for each one of
them . This requires m ore thinking and so possible mistakes. Ind eed ,
m any subjects said that that m any tim es they w ere confused and used
they w ere using the w rong letter to d escribe a pattern. Thus in experim ent 7, that sym bols and positions had to be identified , the possibility
for saying the incorrect letter w as higher.
Fatigue effect; m any subjects com plained that they got tired , especially
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d uring the final experim ent w hich is also the longest. This can probably
result to m ore incorrect letter selection (as d iscussed before).
On the contrary, Table 8-4 and Fig. 8-3 show that they had som e problem s id entifying the correct sym bol. The confusion m atrix (Table 8-6) show s
that the m ajor problem w as d istinguishing if there is one or tw o consecutive
vibrators active; d ifficulties id entifying the sym bol B and D w here m ost of the
tim es they w ere incorrectly id entified as C and E a ccord ingly (28.3% and 30.2%
m isid entification).
Table 8-5. Experiment #6 (sighted users): Average symbols’ confusion matrix
[%](sighted users).

Guessed pattern
Actual
pattern

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

B

3.3

85.2

10.1

0.5

0.9

0.0

C

0.0

9.9

83.2

3.7

0.2

3.1

D

0.0

2.2

4.4

76.3

11.6

5.5

E

5.1

0.3

1.0

12.4

80.8

0.4

F

0.4

0.2

9.5

10.4

0.4

79.1

Table 8-6. Experiment #7 (sighted users): Average symbols’ confusion matrix
[%].

Guessed pattern
Actual
pattern

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

B

0.7

68.6

28.3

0.9

0.9

0.6

C

0.0

10.4

81.2

2.6

0.4

5.5

D

0.2

0.3

2.4

69.8

9.1

18.3

E

0.2

1.3

1.8

30.2

65.7

0.7

F

0.0

0.3

3.4

3.8

0.2

92.3
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From bibliography [45], [48], [53] w e know that the spatial acuity on the
torso is higher than the one that our array has. As far as navigation purposes,
this confusion betw een sym bols B-C and D-E is not of m ajor concern since the
subject can still id entify the low -obstacle (for exam ple if there w as a confusion
betw een B and F then it w ill be m ore im portant since the sym bols represent
d ifferent situations i.e. low -obstacle and tall obstacle. Som e possible explan ation for that m isidentification is that the vibrators w ere not m aking proper contact w ith the user; the abd om en area is not uniform so not all the vibrators w ere
placed as firm ly.
Despite the problem d iscussed above, overall, the accuracy percentages
are still high enough, consid ering that all subjects w ere not trained or ever had
experience w ith tactile feed back experim ents.

8.2.3 Horizontal rules
In this approach, the rules are set by com paring a sym bol w ith the sy m bols next to it. The id ea is that the inform ation that a sym bol carries can be co rrelated w ith the neighboring symbols by em phasizing or d e-em phasizing it.
For exam ple, if a large ground object is betw een tw o tall obstacles, it can be d e em phasized and be consid ered as a sm all obstacle, keeping its nature as a
ground obstacle but em phasizing the nature of the tall ones.
The six horizontal rules:
1.

If S1 has S2 on one sid e, AN D, the other sid e is S2/ 3/ 5/ B then S1
w ill be transform ed to S2 (N ote: SB is the pseud o-sym bol of th e
bord er of the array).
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2.

If S4 has S3 on one sid e, AN D, the other sid e is S2/ 3/ 5/ B, then S4
w ill be transform ed to S3.

3.

If S2/ 3 has S5 on one sid e and S5/ B on the other, then S2 w ill be
transform ed to S1 and S3 to S4.

4.

If S2 has S3/ 4 on one side then S2 w ill be transform ed to S1 and the
sid e S3/ 4 to S4

5.

If S3 has S1/ 2 on one sid e then S3 w ill transform ed to S4 and the
sid e S2 to S1.

6.

If S1/ 4 is next to S0 then transform S1/ 4 to S2/ 3.

Exam ples of the above rules are show in Table 8-7. N ow, by applying
the above vertical and horizontal rules w e reach a tactile vocabulary of 298
w ords w hich is 0.45% of the initial 65,536 patterns.
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Table 8-7. Horizontal rules experimental patterns. After application of the rules,
white motors with X are enabled and black motors with X are disabled.

Rule1

Rule 2

Rule 3

Rule 4

Rule 5

Rule 6
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8.3

Pattern matching
As show n in the softw are and architecture in the second chapter, the fi-

nal step before sending the pattern to the vibration array is a pattern m atching.
This is because the output of the high-to-low m ethod ologies d oesn‟t necessarily
m atch w ith one of the patterns from the VAL vocabulary, so w e need a m eth od ology that m aps the low resolution im ages to w ord s from the VAL vocabulary.

8.3.1 Modified dissimilarity measure
Various sim ilarity and dissim ilarity m easures have been used for pa ttern recognition/ matching ap plications [89]. The Euclid ean d istance is a fu nd am ental d issimilarity m easure. In the case of grayscale im ages, the Euclid ean
d istance of tw o pixels is:
(Eq. 8-1)
w here

is the grayscale value of pixels 1 and

the grayscale value of pixel

tw o. Larger d istance m eans larger d ifference of intensity/ color w hich means
high d issim ilarity of the pixels.
We can d efine a basic Euclid ean d issim ilarity m easure betw een tw o images A and B of the same d im ension m ×n:

(Eq. 8-2)
w here

and

are the values of pixels (i,j) of im ages A and B.

Tw o id entical im ages w ill results in D=0 w hich is zero d issim ilarity. The
larger the D, the m ore d ifferent the im ages are but this m easure d oesn‟t inco rporate any pixel‟s spatial d istribution and in our case, this is crucial so a m o d 126

ification is necessary.
The Vibration Array Language is based on vertical patterns, w hich co rrespond to the different vibration sym bols and in term s of navigation to the
d irections of the d ifferent navigation paths. Thus, a solution for a better pattern
m atching w ould be, not to calculate the d issimilarity for the w hole im age but
for every column separately, m apping every colum n to a symbol.
A param eter λ is introduced to m od ify the Euclid ean d istance d issim ilarity m easure of (Eq. 8-2) w here now the new measure w ill be called D t w here
t stand s for “tactile”:
(Eq. 8-3)
w here I is the initial im age, P the p attern w ith w hich I is com pared and

(Eq. 8-4)

w here m and n are the dim ensions of the im ages.
Param eter λ reflects if the “active” pixels are matched correctly. Active
pixels w e call the pixels that carry d istance inform ation, exclud ing the p ixels
that correspond to greater than the m axim um d istance (i.e. no-vibration pixels).
If an active pixel is not represented in the pattern then the d issim ilarity is i ncreased . For larger im ages the d issim ilarity is increased less because the pixels
carry less spatial information since the pixels correspond to sm aller enviro nm ental space.
Table 8-8 show s an example of how the m od ified d issim ilarity m easure
applies in com parison w ith the stand ard . the stand ard Euclid ean d issimilarity
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brings tw o possible m atches: sym bol S3 and S5 w ith d issim ilarity 1. For a 4×1
image λ=0.5 and the m od ified d issim ilarity m atches only w ith S5. The incorp oration of spatial characteristics on the new m easure is evid ent because the new
d issim ilarities are m ore d ispersed e.g. S2 has smaller d issim ilarity w ith the im age than S0 because it has less active pixel incorrect m atches. From a navigation
point of view sym bol S5 represents better the image because represents better
the active pixels (3 out of 3). Finally sym bol S2 m atches better than S0 because
it represents at least one of the three active pixels.
Table 8-8. Example of symbol matching using the standard and modified dissimilarities. The black circles correspond to active pixels i.e. corresponding
motors vibrate.

Image column

Standard dissimilarity
Modified dissimilarity

Possible matching symbols
S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

3
4.5

4
5.5

3
4

1
1.5

2
3

1
1

Fig. 8-4 present the outline of the proposed pattern m atching m ethod o logy: The initial im age after the high -to-low m ethod ologies is first upd ated u sing the m od ified dissimilarity m easure so that its colum ns correspond to valid
language sym bols. The new im age is m apped to a pattern w ith the sm aller d i ssim ilarity value. Finally the selected pattern is upd ated so that the d istance i nform ation correspond s to the initial im age; active pixels in the matched pattern
inherit the d istance inform ation from the correspond ing pixels in the initial i m age. If the initial image pixel is not active then it inherits it from the closest a c128

tive pixel of the sam e colum n. If there are m ore than one pixels then the pixel
that is in the sam e half (bottom or up) is selected .

Fig. 8-4. Pattern matching methodology flow.
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Fig. 8-5. Examples of selected frames. Every frame is consisting of 4 images:
Top left and top right are left and right high resolution camera frames. Bottom
left is the high resolution disparity map. Bottom left is the (4×4; low resolution)
tactile vocabulary pattern sent to the vibration array. Black pixels correspond to
no vibrations; dark gray to vibration frequency 1; light gray to frequency 3 and
white to frequency 3 (the highest).
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8.4

Testing Navigation Scenarios
The last experim ental part involves testing w ith real navigation scen a-

rios. 11 vid eos w ere record ed from insid e the school of engineering. The vid eos
includ e d ifferent possible navigation scenarios, includ ing m oving or static
people, over-hanging obstacles, low height obstacles, d oors etc. They the left
and right cam eras vid eo fram es w ere processed off-line (stereo, high-to-low,
pattern m atching) and a selection of the final vocabulary frames (179 in total)
from each scenario w as presented to the users. Som e characteristic fram es includ ing the left/ right cam era and the high resolution disparity m ap are show n
in Fig. 8-5.
The users w ere asked to d o a quick sketch of the vibration pat tern sent
to them w hich is the d irection of open paths and obstacles w ith d istance/ frequency inform ation.
Table 8-9. Correct identification of: patterns without vibrations; open paths
within patterns; open areas; obstacles; distance of obstacles; non-zero frequencies (sighted users).

subject
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average

empty patterns [%]
97.0
100.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
100.0
90.9
97.0
100.0
100.0
97.6

open
paths [%]
87.4
96.4
93.2
86.5
93.7
89.6
95.0
91.4
86.9
94.6
91.5

open
areas [%]
89.4
95.2
92.1
91.6
86.4
95.1
94.3
87.7
89.9
94.1
91.6
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obstacles
[%]
68.1
67.1
64.7
55.1
68.8
43.6
70.5
76.5
67.7
61.8
64.4

distance of obstacles [%]
26.6
34.4
32.5
27.6
35.2
18.5
26.7
30.9
42.6
30.5
30.6

Table 8-10. Navigation scenarios: average confusion matrix for the different
frequencies (sighted users).

guess
actual

0

1

2

3

0

91.6

4.0

3.2

1.3

1

36.8

27.6

31.8

3.8

2

34.1

15.0

35.8

15.1

3

30.4

4.6

29.3

35.7

8.4.2 Discussion (navigation scenarios)
The experim ental results from the navigation scenarios are presented in
Table 8-9 and Table 8-10. They give us som e im portant feedback for the evalu ation and further d evelopm ent of the Tyflos N avigation prototype but before
further d iscussion w e w ant to em phasize on tw o points:
The users d id not receive any training w ith our prototype or any other
system w ith tactile interface.
The navigation scenarios are captured from real-life ind oor environm ents; not synthetic or sim ulated .
The m ost im portant inform ation that a visually im paired user need s to
know w hile navigating, is w hether there are open safe navigation paths and in
w hich d irection. For our current prototype a safe navigation path is d eterm ined
by a colum n that is free of vibrations. Table 8-9 show s that in 97.6% of the
frames the users w ere able to detect a fully open frame (scene w itho ut obstacles) w hich is a relatively easy task (“ceiling effect”) but im portant to notice.
We also notice that 91.6% of the open areas (inactive vibrating elem ents) w ere
id entified and this includ es a 91.5% of the open paths.
A 64.4% of the obstacles w ere accurately identified as far as the x-y
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position but as far as their distance only 30.6%. A first look that w e have a
“floor effect” (a task that hard ly any participant perform s w ell) but a closer
look on the confusion m atrix (Table 8-10) show s that the users m isidentified
vibration levels w ith close frequencies. For exam ple w hen the level w as 3,
35.7% of the users guessed correctly level 3 but 29.3% guessed level 2, w hile a
sm all 4.6% guessed level 1.
We also notice a m isidentification of non -zero levels as zeros w ith
36.8%, 34.1% and 30.4% correspond ingly. The m ost possible explanation is that
the users m isid entified the sym bol w hich also m eans incorrect frequency id entification (N ote: as seen in the previous experim ents, the confusion m atrix of
sym bols (Table 8-6) show s that the users m isid entified the sym bols w ith sim ilar
percentages of up to 30.2%)

8.5

Testing on visually impaired users
Three experim ents w ere perform ed : the testing of the vibration levels

(earlier d escribed in 8.2.1), the rand om -symbol-rand om -position experim ent
(as in 8.2.2.2, experim ent #7) and the navigation scenarios (as in 8.4). The results are show n in Fig. 8-6, Fig. 8-7, Fig. 8-8 and Table 8-11, Table 8-12, Table 813. The average of the results for the sighted subject w ill be show n w ith a green
bar.
A quick look on the results reveals that there are no system atic and m ajor d ifferences betw een the sighted and visually im paired users. N ote here that
subject 1, show s a system atic id entification error d uring the frequencies id entification experim ent (Fig. 8-6) since vibration level #2 and #3 are hard ly recog133

nized . The m ost possible explanation is w e should give m ore tim e to him to get
fam iliar w ith the frequencies. The argum ent is that at navigation scenarios e xperim ent the id entification is d rastically im proved (Table 8-13). On the contrary
subject 2 show s frequency id entification accuracy sim ilar w ith the sighted u sers.

Fig. 8-6. Frequencies/Vibration levels identification accuracy (visually impaired
users), similar to Fig. 8-1.

The position id entification results (Fig. 8-7) show that the visually impaired users had a little m ore d ifficulty id entifying the extrem e left and right
colum ns w hile at the sym bol id entification accuracy (Fig. 8-8), the percentages
are very similar. The confusion matrix verifies the difficulty in d istinguishing
betw een sym bols w ith one or tw o consecutive activated vibrating elem ents.
Regard ing the navigation experim ents w e notice that the visually im paired users had d ifficulty d istinguishing the various vibration levels (Table 8134

13) and this com plies w ith the results of the frequency id entification experim ent. On the contrary, as seen in Table 8-12, the basic features of the patterns
(open paths, em pty patterns and non -zero frequencies) are id entified w ith a
very com parable accuracy. Fusing the results from the previous paragraphs
and the oral rem arks that the users m ad e w e can have a first evaluation of the
system , presented in the next paragraph.

Fig. 8-7. Position identification accuracy for random symbol and position (visually impaired users), similar to Fig. 8-2.
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Fig. 8-8. Symbol identification accuracy in random position (visually impaired
users), similar to Fig. 8-3 (shown on the right).

Table 8-11. Average confusion matrix for symbol identification (visually impaired), similar to Table 8-6 (shown on the right).

Guessed pattern
Actual
pattern

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

B

0.0

83.6

13.2

2.5

0.7

0.0

C

1.0

16.3

70.4

2.9

0.0

9.5

D

1.0

0.0

1.0

61.5

29.8

6.7

E

0.0

2.7

0.0

8.6

87.8

0.9

F

0.0

0.0

4.5

9.7

0.7

85.0
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Table 8-12. Correct identification of: patterns without vibrations; open paths
within patterns; non-zero frequencies (visually impaired users), similar to 0.

100.0
100.0

open
paths
[%]
93.2
94.1

100.0
97.6

93.7
91.5

97.3
92.0
91.6

86.7
87.0
64.4

41.3
36.2
30.6

98.8

92.6

91.8

75.7

33.4

empty patterns [%]

subject
1
2
Average
Average (sighted )
Average
(sighted+visually impaired)

86.7

obstacles
[%]
87.3

distance of
obstacles
[%]
31.0

open
areas [%]

Table 8-13. Navigation scenarios: average confusion matrix for the different
frequencies (visually impaired users), similar to Table 8-10 (shown on the
right).

guess

8.6

actual

0

1

2

3

0

87.0

2.9

6.0

4.1

1

8.6

27.2

45.6

18.6

2

8.2

12.4

44.4

35.0

3

0.0

0.0

8.2

91.8

Evaluation
The d ifferences betw een sighted and visually im paired people appear

to be not system atic and relatively sm all. This is not a final conclusion but a
hint for the future experim ents.
We w ill em phasize on the results from the navigation scenarios exper im ents (Table 8-9, Table 8-12) since they provid e an alm ost real-w orld testing of
the system . Both user groups (sighted and visually im paired ) perform ed really
w ell in id entifying the open paths in a scene w ith average accuracy of 92.6%.
This is a very im portant result since the existence and the d irection of open
paths is the m ost crucial navigation inform ation that that users need to be
aw are.
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The id entification of the vertical vibration symbols is equivalent to id entifying the size and the shape of the obstacles in the scene. The correct id entification of the vibration levels m eans that th e d istance of the obstacle is also
id entified . The experim ents show that on average, 75.7% of the obstacles w ere
identified but w ith a low 33.4% accuracy about their distance. Since obstacle/ object d etection is the second m ore crucial inform ation d uring navig ation this percentage is very prom ising.
During the experim ents and their d ebriefing the users m ad e various
com m ents regard ing the prototype:
Spatial acuity: m any users had d ifficulty d istinguishing betw een consecutive vibrating elem ents and they proposed to have bigger d istances
betw een the elements.
Synchronization: the frequencies of vibrating elem ents w ere not sy nchronized w hich m eans that e.g. the rising ed ges of tw o pulses that
d rive tw o m otors w ith the sam e frequency, w ere not synchronous. This
asynchrony w as pointed out repeated ly. An exam ple of a problem that
can appear is that if tw o consecutive elements w ere vibrating in the
sam e frequency they often gave the im pression as if being one elem ent
vibrating at the d ouble frequency.
Motors tactility: d ue to the shape of the abd om en area, som e tim es the
m otors d id not m ake a proper contact w ith the users‟ abd om en. Many
users often kept ad justing their torso to facilitate a better contact w ith
the m otors.
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Frequencies: m ost of the users m entioned that the vibration levels 1
and 2 are very sim ilar and proposed to m ake them m ore d istinguishable
by increasing the frequency range.
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Chapter 9:

9.1

Research Contributions &
New Experimental Design

The new system/prototype (pub. 1, 2)
The system / prototype, outcom e of this d issertation is a novel and

unique assistive d evice for blind and visually im paired individ uals. It is a
w earable Electronic Travel Aid (ETA) that collects environm ental d ata using the
stereoscopic cam eras, processes them and presents them to the user via a tactile
interface. Its m ain purp ose is to assist users tow ard s their ind epend ent mobility, com plem enting their m ain m obility aid ; usually the w hite cane or the guid e
d og. Currently the Tyflos N avigator prototype is the ETA offering the most
complete, appropriate (based on N RC specs) and unique collection of features and functionalities.
The m ost crucial elem ents that affect navigation and can appear in an
environm ental scene are obstacles and open (safe) navigation paths. The o bstacles are environm ental or architectural obstructions in th e navigation path. If
they cannot be d etected w ith the standard long cane techniques they are o ften
called travel hazard s. The prototype has an obstacle d etection (and safe navig ation paths d etection) functionality but it provid es a m ore overall sensation of
the 3D environment of the travel scene includ ing other elem ents that are ofinterest for the user such as: m oving objects, people, objects of special interest
such as a signs etc.
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The custom built inexpensive stereoscopic vision system serves as the
m ain sensor unit of the prototype. It gathers visual inform ation and by using
state of the art com puter vision techniques w e obtain d epth d ata (correspond to
the 3D structure) and d etect m otion activity areas (m oving objects).
The 2D tactile display (i.e. vibration array) consists of 16 vibrating elem ents arranged in a four-by-four m anner and is the m ain interface betw een the
prototype and the system . The tw o d imensions (x,y) of the display, in com bin ation w ith the varying frequencies of each vibrating elem en t provid e a new and
appropriate interface for projecting processed and carefully selected inform ation about the environment, includ ing the 3D structure and m oving objects.
Both the sensor (stereo cam eras) and the interface unit (vibration array)
are light, sm all in size and thus w earable and cosm etically accepted . The ca m eras are attached on conventional eye-glasses and the vibration array is a ttached on an elastic cloth w orn below the outerw ear on the abd om en.
The novel and new m ethod ologies used are: fram e stabilization and
m otion d etection method s are follow ed by an also novel high -to-low resolution
m ethod ology that preserves the im portant navigation inform ation as the res olution of the sensor ‟s output im ages is d ecreased to accom m od ate the low res olution of the tactile array. Finally, a context-free tactile form al language is d eveloped w ith sym bols and w ord s generated using continuous experim ental
feed back from the users.
The follow ing full-paper refereed publications support the new scientific
contributions of the Tyflos prototype:
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1) D. Dakop ou los, N . Bou rbakis, “Wearable Obstacle Avoid ance Electronic Travel Aid s
for Blind : a Su rvey”, IEEE Trans. Systems Man and Cybernetics, Part C (in p ress).
2) D. Dakop ou los, S. K. Bod d hu , N . Bou rbakis, "A 2D Vibratio n Array as an Assistive
Device for Visu ally Im p aired ", 7th IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics
and Bioengineering, Vol. 1, 14-17 October 2007, Boston, MA, USA, p p .930-937.
3) D. Dakop ou los, N . Bou rbakis, “Preserving Visu al Inform ation in Low Resolu tion
Im ages Du ring N avigation for Visu ally Im p aired ”, In Proc. of the 1st Int’l Conf. on
PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments (PETRA ‘08), Vol. 282, 1519 Ju ly 2008, Athens, Greece, p p . 1-6.
4) N . Bou rbakis, A. Esp osito, R. Keefer, D. Dakop ou los, “A Mu ltim od al Interaction
Schem e Betw een a Blind User and the Tyflos Assistive Prototyp e”, Proceed ings 20th
IEEE Int’l Conference on Tools w ith Artificial Intelligence (ICTAI ‘08),Vol. 2, 3-5 N ovem ber 2008, Dayton, OH , USA, p p . 487-494.
5) N . Bou rbakis and D. Dakop ou los, “The algebraic m od eling of the VAL langu age”,
Pattern Recognition Journal, (u nd er revision)
6) N . Bou rbakis, S. Makrogiannis, D. Dakop ou los, “Detecting, Tracking and
Rep resenting Motion via Vibration s for N avigation of Visu ally Im p aired ”, IEEE Trans
on Haptics, tbs

9.2

Analysis of the new research contributions

9.2.1 Vibration Array Language & Tactile Vocabulary (pub. 2,4)
A context-free form al language called vibration array language (VAL)
w as d eveloped to m od el the inform ation presented on the vibration array. It is
prod uced by a context-free form al gram m ar; the left-hand sid e of the rew riting
rule is only a single non -term inal symbol. In other w ord s, the non -term inal
sym bols are rew ritten w ithout regard to the context in w hich they occur.
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Its sym bols are colum n -type and the string of sym bols in any given
m om ent on the vibration array consist a VAL w ord . For an m ×n vibration array
there can exist 2m d istinct sym bols (term inating) and (2 m )n d istinct w ord s. For
the current prototype‟s 4×4 vibration array, there can be 16 sym bols and 65,536
w ord s.
A m ajor characteristic of the VAL is its evolving nature; that not all
w ord s are valid because its vocabulary is d efined experim entally and is a d justed to the user ‟s n eeds. The application of the special vertical and horizontal
rules d iscussed in earlier chapter prod uces a red uced -size vocabulary of 298
w ord s and m ore w ork is expected to be d one tow ard s the d efinition of the o ptim um VAL vocabulary by red efining those ru les, rem oving som e of them and
ad d ing new ones. The evolving characteristic of the VAL is that those are not
yet finalized but they w ill continue to change using the feed back from the u sers.
The final goal w ill be to create a vocabulary that w ill optim ize the user ‟s
perception of the environm ent and that m eans a balance betw een environm e ntal inform ation and perception accuracy. This is to be d efined experim entally.

9.2.2 Motion detection (6)
Discussions w ith visually im paired users revealed that m oving objects
(e.g. m oving people and vehicles) are very im portant for their m obility safety
and thus is necessary to be early d etected (note: an early d etection is necessary
even before it gets in th e d etection range of the stereo vision sensor unit).
A pre-processing step for elim inating vertical vid eo fram es m ovem ents
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d ue to the hum an gait is necessary. This is being d one by d eveloping a technique based on the Radon transform and statistical “simila rity” m easures (e.g.
sum of squares d ifferences).
The proposed new motion detection methodology is based on the argum ent that m oving areas in successive vid eo fram es are d iffused m ore than
the static ones. The partial d ifferential equation d escribing aniso tropic d iffusion, proposed by Perona, w as extend ed by inserting the variable of tim e; three
successive fram es. A new pixel-based m otion activity m easure (PMA) w as d efined and Parzen kernels w ere used to elim inate statistical variabilities. Finally,
a stand ard w atershed (m inima piercing and flood ing) segm entation m e thod
segm ents the m oving areas. Finally, the experimental results validate the efficiency of both the stabilization and m otion detection m ethod s.

9.2.3 High-to-Low resolution (pub. 3, 6)
The output of the com puter vision m ethods used (m otion d etection, stereoscopic vision) is high -resolution im ages (in our case, 352×264 pixels) and the
vibration array has a low resolution of 4×4 vibrating elem ents. In our case the
output d epth and m otion activity im ages (m entioned as im age-of-d istances
and im age-of-interest correspond ingly) contain som e inform ation if using
stand ard d ow n-sam pling m ethod s it m ay be reduced or elim inated .
The novel d eveloped m ethod takes into consid eration navigation crit eria: d istances of obstacles, open/ safe navigation paths, m oving objects and o bjects of interest. A geom etrical stud y of the w earable cam era sensor unit detects
any open paths in the scene (w id er than a pred efined w id th) and elim inates the
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issue of the ground as being represented as an obstacle. The standard pyram id al red uction (2×2 kernel) w as m od ified so that the parsing kernel for every p yram id al preserves proxim ity obstacles, safe paths and objects of interest.
In ord er to evaluate if this approach prod uces better results than classical im age red uction method s, w e used three probabilistic m easurem ents (e ntropy, com plexity, angular second m om ent) to m od el the H igh -to-Low inform ation representation. From this evaluation w e conclud ed that the inform ation
red uction by preserving im portant and inform ation of interest has generated
better results than the classical pyram id al m ethod . This w as also a new piece
of scientific know ledge generated during our studies.

9.2.4 The synergy of the methods
An ad d itional unique contribution to new sciences is the synergistic cooperation of these three m ethod ologies m entioned above as one integrated m ethod . In particular, the VAL language constrained by technological lim itations
relevant to its resolution has triggered the d evelopm ent of a new approachsolution to the blind‟s navigation problem . More specifically, the low resolution of the actual vibration array has triggered the stud y of the representation
and preservation of im portant and users-selected inform ation at high resolution levels (im ages) to the low levels of resolution of the vibration array. This
challenging problem (H igh-to-Low w ith preservation of inform ation) becam e
m ore d ifficult and unique since m otion detection w as involved in it. Thus, w e
had to d eveloped our new motion detection technique at the high resolution
level and appropriately preserve it a t the low resolution level. Finally, in ord er
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to put all together, w e d eveloped a new High-to-Low representation scheme
w ith preservation capabilities of selected pieces of inform ation, s uch as motion,
obstacle in close range, and open space.
The overall synergy has given to us a unique prototype m ethod ology
for further scientific stud ies, such as (i) feed back from the users testing the pr ototype on a series of navigation scenarios, (ii) u sing the feed back from the users
to appropriately m od el and im prove the vibration array resolution for better
representation of information, (iii) creating new know ledge through the testing process about the 3D sensation of the environm ent for blind and visually
im paired using low resolution 3D representations.

9.3

A new experimental design
The experim ents perform ed and presented in the last chapter are not

extensive but they provid e som e early statistical results and first feed back r egard ing the valid ity of ou r prototype‟s d esign w ith an em phasis on its tactile
interface. Future experim ental w ork can be organized in three hierarchical
parts w ith each one requiring the previous to be com pleted :
1. Interface testing and m od eling
The goal of the first set of experim ents is to validate the hypothesis that
the 2D vibration array is a sound interface for d elivering spatio -tem poral inform ation. They w ill be perform ed off-line w ith synthetic scenarios w ith focus
on answ ering m ore technical questions related w ith the interface:
Increase of the motors’ tactility by creating a new thinner vest, using
d ifferent material (elastic vs. non -elastic) or by attaching m otors directly
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on the users skin.
Define optimum distance betw een tw o consecutive vibrating elem ents
consid ering the 2D characteristic of the array and the specification of
the array.
Com pare of synchronous or asynchronous frequencies.
Define of the optim um range of vibration frequencies in term s of perception.
2. Vocabulary testing and m od eling
The goal of the second set of experim ents is to valid ate the hypothesis
that an appropriate red uced -size VAL vocabulary is m ore appropriate for d elivering 3D environm ental inform ation as opposed to the raw cam era/ high -tolow output. H ere are the steps.
Define the optimum set of VAL symbols.
Define the optimum set of horizontal rules for the given VAL sym bols.
Off-line com parison for obstacles and open paths identification accuracy w ith real-w ord navigation scenarios using red uced -size and fullsize vocabulary.
Revisit (num ber and type of VAL sym bols, horizontal rules) red uced size vocabulary and compare again.
3. Prototype testing
The goal of the third set of experim ents is to valid ate the hypothesis
that the prototype can im prove ind epend ent m obility. The participants w ill be
asked to navigate in controlled in -lab environments using d ifferent combin a147

tions of m obility aid s: Tyflos w ith cane, only Tyflos and only cane. The follo w ing param eters w ill be m easured and com pared for the d ifferent aids com bin ations to prove the hypothesis:
Obstacles id entification accuracy.
Open paths id entification accuracy.
Travel speed and tim e.
Ad d itional feedback inform ation w ill be extracted concerning other
softw are or hard w are parts the prototype such as the com puter vis ion
system (e.g. cam eras angle, stereo correspond ence algorithm, speed ).

9.3.1 Objectives
Due to the com plexity of the prototype, the proposed experim ental d esign w ill be a step tow ard s the first experim ents and som e fund am ental exp erim ental research questions (the hypotheses in every experim ental set) w ill be
investigated .
The m ost unique hard w are com ponent of the Tyflos prototype is the 2D
vibration array interface. As far as w e know it is the first tim e that a 2D tactile
d isplay is used to provid e inform ation about the the structure of the 3D env ironm ent as w ell as other inform ation useful d uring navigation. The novelty is
that it d elivers inform ation d ynam ically in time (follow ing the user ‟s head
m ovem ent), exploiting spatial (2D) and tem poral (vibration levels) characteristics. The m od eling of the inform ation presented on the array is via the Vibr ation Array Language using the VAL vocabulary w hich m ust both have to be
d efined experim entally.
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Taking the above into consid eration our approach aim s to d efine the
characteristics of the VAL and the current vibration array d esign that optim ize
usability. In that w ay w e answ er questions that have been unansw ered by the
first set of experim ents and regard the usability of the Tyflos 2D vibration array
interface. More d etails w ill be presented in the next paragraph.

9.3.2 Variables
The second step for every experim ental d esign , after the d efinition of
the objectives, is to “...specify the variables in a w ay that no other d efinitions
w ill be necessary d uring all the steps of the project” [94]. For our approach w e
focus on the interface related variables w hich are:
Motors‟ tactility.
Resolution of the 2D (m×n) vibration array.
Motors d ensity: for a 2D (m ×n) array the m otors d ensity is 1/ m *n.
Stim ulus Onset Asynchrony (i.e. synchronous or asynchronous fr equencies)
N um ber of frequencies.
Frequencies range.
BD (Burst Duration).
VAL symbols
VAL horizontal rules
The m otors tactility is a specification of the d esign of the current vibr ation array vest and it is a controlled variable. For this d esign the m otors w ill be
place d irectly on the user ‟s skin w ith adhesive tape in ord er to achieve m axi149

m um tactility. As soon as the d esign param eters are d eterm ined the m otors w ill
be placed again on the vibration array vest.
For the current experim ental design, no changes in the current vibration
array d esign w ill be perform ed , thus the follow ing variables are controlled:
The array resolution and d ensity: 4×4 square lattice w ith 5.5cm center2

to-center d istance of the m otors (0.033 motors/cm )
SOA: asynchronous; random.
Frequencies range; 1.25-10.5Hz
Duty cycle (i.e. burst d uration; specified by the frequency.
The ind epend ent variables are the follow ing:
The 3 non-zero frequency levels.
The VAL symbols; form of activated m otors in the sam e column.
The VAL vocabulary horizontal rules; form s of 2 or 3 consecutive VAL
sym bols.
The d epend ent variables are the frequency identification accuracy; for each
frequency and the VAL symbol identification accuracy. The latter can be
m easured ind irectly by m easuring the id entification accuracy for the 3D env ironm ental structure w hen using the VAL vocabulary as opposed to not use a
red uced size vocabulary. The environm ental characteristics are:
Open paths id entification accuracy.
Open space (i.e. m ore than one consecutive paths) id entification accuracy.
Obstacles identification accuracy (i.e. x-y and frequency inform ation)
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Four experim ents are proposed :

9.3.3 Experiment 1: Definition of vibration frequencies
As seen in the first experim ental results, the users had m any difficulties
id entifying the different frequencies (vibration levels). The percentages w ere
close to 30% w hich is close to the rand om guess accuracy, although w e know
that the m ajor confusion w as in d istinguishing sim ilar frequencies. This pr oposed experim ent aim s id entify the best triplet of frequencies for the current
interface d esign but the technique could be extend ed for d ifferent d esigns.
Table 9-1. Experiment 1: layout

Hypothesis
Independent
variables
D ependent
variables
Tactic

Other goals

The best p ercep tion com es w hen the frequ encies are m ore d istribu ted
and for ou r hard w are d esign this is: 1.3H z, 5.9H z and 10.5H z.
Frequ ency levels.
Frequ ency id entifications accu racies for the three frequ ency levels.
Create d ifferent p ossible trip lets of vibration frequ encies and by checking the id entification accu racy for the d ifferent frequ ency, d ecid e w hich
set is the m ost ap p rop riate
Reveal general frequ ency accu racy p atterns.

A literature review [45], [48] reveals that the spatial acuity of the abd om en area varies slightly on the position: the navel areas has the higher acuity
com pared to the left or right abd om en, w hile there is no significant d ifferent on
the vertical direction.
For a given frequency step
levels N , there w ould be

, range

and number of

. With the constrain,

the total sets

of frequencies is
In our case

, the num ber of levels is
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,

w e d ecid e on

and so w e have a total of 84 possible frequency sets.

We select three consecutive m otors placed vertically on the left (or right) a bd om en area and a rand om set of frequencies is sent and ask the users to id ent ify the frequencies of the m otors (relative to each other).
The average results w ill be plotted in three d im ensions (as a cube)
w here the axes are the frequencies

and the intensity of every 3D point

w ill be the average frequency accuracy. A third ord er non -linear fit w ill create
surfaces that correspond to the sam e frequency accuracy. The stud y of this 3D
contour plot is a good visual representation of the experim ental d ata and it w ill
possible reveal:
Frequency set(s) w ith the best accuracy (highest intensity)
The effect of frequencies d istribution i.e. testing the hypothesis. Do
spread out frequencies results better accuracy and if yes, in w hich fr equency areas?
The frequency sensitivity (e.g. d ense contours in the higher frequencies
w ould m ean that the small frequency changes affect perform ance)

9.3.4 Experiment 2: Definition of VAL symbols
Table 9-2. Experiment 2: layout

Hypotheses
Independent
variables
D ependent
variables
Tactic

Som e vertical VAL sym bols have overlap p ing m eaning and the elim ination of som e w ill increase the id entification accu racy.
Colu m n-typ e sym bols.
Sym bol id entification accu racy.
Red u ce sym bols that are u su ally confu sed w ith each other and com p are
the u sers accu racy in id entifying basic environm ental stru ctu re before
and after this red u ction.
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The goal is to create a VAL vocabulary, a set of VAL w ord s that w e can
assure that the users understand precisely. During the initial experim ental part,
six sym bols (includ ing the em pty symbol) w ere chosen taking into consid er ation som e navigational issues but now all possible VAL symbols w ill be tested .
The users w ill be presented all the possible 16 sym bols in rand om [92]
positions and their id entification accuracy w ill be m easured . A 16×16 sym bols
confusion m atrix w ill reveal w hich (if any) sym bols have this overlapping
id entification. The kappa coefficient or other correlation coefficient [x] w ill be
used to m easure the importance of incorrect id entification and th us elim inate
sym bols w ith low statistical significance.
, w here P(A) is the correct id entification percentage of that
sym bol and P(E) is expected percentage by change w hich is 1/ 16=6.25%. For
exam ple, if sym bol A is m isid entified w ith symbo l B w ith

this corres-

pond s to low statistic correlation and the sym bol w ith the less id entification
accuracy w ill be elim inated (0.7 is the stand ard experim ental value used).
Finally, a repeated m easures paired t-test [94] w ill be perform ed to test
hypothesis that the VAL sym bols im prove the average sym bols id entification
accuracy.

9.3.5 Experiment 3: Definition of horizontal rules
The VAL symbols d efined in experim ent 2 are presented to the users in
d oublets in rand om consecutive columns on the array. For N sym bols (exclu d ing the em pty symbol) there can be N 2 possible d oublets. An N 2×N 2 confusion
m atrix w ill be created and then the method as d escribed in experim ent 3 w ill
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be applied using the kappa coefficient to d efine w hich sym bol d oublets have
overlapping id entification.
Table 9-3. Experiment 3: layout

Hypothesis
Independent
variables
D ependent
variables
Tactic

A set of horizontal ru les w ill im p rove the sym bol id entification accu r acy.
Dou blets of VAL sym bols
Sym bol id entification accu racy.
Present variou s grou p s of sym bols (cou p les or trip lets).
Measu re the sym bol id entification accu racy and find grou p s that are
id entified sim ilarly.
Create the horizontal ru les.

Sim ilarly w ith experim ent 2, a repeated m easures paired t-test can be
perform ed to test the hypothesis that horizontal rules im prove the VAL sy m bols id entification.

9.3.6 Experiment 4: VAL vocabulary testing
Table 9-4. Experiment 4: layout

The VAL vocabu lary im p roves the id entification of 3D environm ental
characteristics.
Independent - Real-w orld navigation scenarios: VAL w ord s
Variables
- Im p ortant 3D environm ental characteristics:
D ependent
Variables
- Op en p aths id entification accu racy.
- Op en sp ace (i.e. m ore than one consecu tive p aths) id entification
accu racy.
- Obstacles id entification accu racy (i.e. x-y and frequ ency inform ation)
Hypothesis

The final experim ent w ill involve testing w ith real-w orld ind oor navigation scenarios sim ilar to the last chapter. All the Tyflos m ethod olo gies w ill be
applied off-line (stereo, m otion d etection, high -to-low, pattern m atching) and a
selection of frames w ill be m ad e that includ es all the VAL sym bols and all pos s154

ible elem ents that can app ear d uring navigation (as in 7.2).
Finally, to test the hypothesis, the m ultiple d epend ent variables require
the use of repeated m easures Multivariate Analysis Of VAriance (MANOVA)
[92].

9.3.7 Conclusions
The proposed experim ental d esign aim s to answ er questions regard ing
the usability of the 2D vibration array and the VAL vocabulary. A careful exp erim entation w ould provid e feed back and confid ence about the usability of the
w hole Tyflos prototype
The first experim ents perform ed in the previous chapter “aim to d efine
a good starting point in the experim ental space and includ e all the prev iously
id entified variables” [94] w hile the proposed d esign of this chapter aim s to
id entify som e of the important variables. Despite the com plexity of the prot otype and the strong correlation of the various v ariables, one-at-a-tim e-strategies
w ere used avoid ing ad vance m ultivariate techniques w hich w ill be used for
final experim ental stages.
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